Abstract: Real-time observation of ultrafast dynamics in the microcosm is a fundamental approach for understanding the internal evolution of physical, chemical and biological systems. Tools for tracing such dynamics are flashes of light with duration comparable to or shorter than the characteristic evolution times of the system under investigation. While femtosecond (fs) pulses are successfully used to investigate vibrational dynamics in molecular systems, real time observation of electron motion in all states of matter requires temporal resolution in the attosecond (1 attosecond (asec) = 10 −18 s) time scale. During the last decades, continuous efforts in ultra-short pulse engineering led to the development of table-top sources which can produce asec pulses. These pulses have been synthesized by using broadband coherent radiation in the extreme ultraviolet (XUV) spectral region generated by the interaction of matter with intense fs pulses. Here, we will review asec pulses generated by the interaction of gas phase media and solid surfaces with intense fs IR laser fields. After a brief overview of the fundamental process underlying the XUV emission form these media, we will review the current technology, specifications and the ongoing developments of such asec sources.
Introduction
Impressive technological achievements in the fs laser pulse engineering have led to the development of table-top Ti:sapphire laser systems which nowadays can deliver high power laser pulses with duration down to~5 fs [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The high intensities achievable with these pulses have enabled the observation of many fascinating non-linear processes occurring in all states of matter. Among these is the process of High-Order-Harmonic (HOH) generation induced in the strong-field regime. This process, which is quintessential for in-depth understanding of the strong-field laser-matter interaction [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] led to immersive applications ranging from the field of high-resolution spectroscopy in XUV [24, 25] to "Attosecond Science" [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . HOH generation has been observed for the first λ −5.5 scaling of the XUV yield the application of mid-IR determines a strong reduction of the XUV photon flux compared to the IR driving pulses. Increasing the XUV photon flux in gas phase media using larger scale IR laser systems (e.g., in the PWatt range) is in general a complicated issue as it requires extremely loose focusing geometries in order to avoid the ionization saturation effects of the gas medium which are taking place in the intensity range of I L~1 0 14 -10 15 W/cm 2 . Nowadays, using CEP stable few-cycle IR driving fields in gas phase media, "low" intensity (intensities which are not sufficient to induce non-linear processes) isolated asec pulses with duration <150 asec can be routinely generated in the 20-100 eV photon energy range [63, 80, 81] , while mid-IR laser driven sources look very promising for efficient generation of isolated asec pulses in the water-window spectral region and duration in the range of atomic unit of time [79] . For studies in the asec time scale using non-linear XUV processes "high" intensity (intensities which are sufficient to induce non-linear processes, e.g., I XUV > 10 11 W/cm 2 ) asec pulses are required. "High" intensity trains and isolated asec pulses of duration <700 asec are currently generated in the 15 eV-35 eV photon energy range [45] [46] [47] [48] 50] using high power multi-cycle IR driving fields, while recent progress on the enhancement of the XUV photon flux led to the observation of non-linear process in atoms using XUV radiation in thẽ 60 eV photon energy range [51, 52] . Although there is a lot of ongoing development in this direction, gas-phase is considered as the main asec source which led to impressive progresses in the field of ultrafast extreme ultraviolet (XUV) spectroscopy and of asec science with a broad range of fascinating applications in all states of matter. In solids, there is no limitation on the intensity of the driving field which can be used for the generation of the XUV radiation. The higher the intensity of the driving field on the target, results to higher XUV photon flux and higher photon energies. This is the main advantage of the solid surface media compared to all other laser-driven XUV sources. The other unique advantage of HOH from solid surfaces is that it provides a metrology tool to investigate ultrafast plasma dynamical processes, which is otherwise inaccessible experimentally [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] . Theoretical predictions [83] show that using~5 fs IR laser pulses with intensity on target in the range of I L~1 0 20 W/cm 2 , pulses of duration~200 asec in thẽ 60 eV photon energy range can be generated with conversion efficiency~10 −1 (~10 15 photons/pulse), while the generation of~5 asec pulses in the keV photon energy range can take place with conversion efficiency~10 −4 (~10 11 photons/pulse). Although these predictions constitute the solid surfaces as one of the most promising XUV asec sources, challenges experimental obstacles associated mainly with the stringent requirements on properties of the focused IR driving field (like the laser pulse peak to background contrast both spatially and temporally) and target technology (like the availability of the surface quality and the mechanical stability for the entire number of laser shots) did not yet allowed the sufficient progress to materialize experimentally the full potential of this approach leading to the observation of the optimum predicted values. Up to now, XUV frequency combs (generated with measured conversion efficiency in the range of~10 −6 -10 −4 [54, 55] and coherent continuum XUV radiation have been measured in the photon energy range of~12-40 eV using multi-and few-cycles driving IR laser fields [67, 87, 88] . The emission of photons in the keV energy range [89] has been measured using the Vulcan PWatt laser system at Rutherford Appleton Laboratories [90] . Although these spectra can support the formation of asec pulse structures, the asec temporal localization has been measured directly only in the XUV energy range of~12-20 eV [54] where the CWE harmonic generation mechanism is dominating. Additional experimental evidence that CWE harmonics have asec structure has been demonstrated in Refs. [67, 91] . Due to the experimental obstacles mentioned before, the solid surface harmonics as a robust asec source (that can be utilized for further experiments) is still in the development phase and applicability up to now is mainly dedicated to the studies of the ultrafast dynamics of laser-plasma interaction [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] . Nevertheless, recent experiments performed in the non-linear XUV regime [54, 92] and recent progress in the laser pulse engineering and solid target technology [5, 6, [35] [36] [37] 67] verifies the feasibility of using solid surface harmonics in ultrafast XUV spectroscopy and attosecond science.
The present manuscript is organized in the following way: in Section 2, we provide a brief overview of theoretical description of the XUV emission from gases and solid surfaces. In Section 3, we review on the current technology used for the development of the asec sources. In Section 4, we discuss the approaches used for the characterization of XUV radiation and we will conclude in Section 5 with the ongoing research on gas-phase and solid-surface asec sources.
Theoretical Description of the XUV Emission from Gases and Solids
The asec pulse structure in gases and solid surfaces is achieved by their interaction with intense fs pulses. In both media, trains of asec pulses are generated, when they interact with multi-cycle driving fs (>5 fs) laser fields. This is because a single sub-fs burst of broadband continuum XUV radiation is emitted periodically (in gases, the process is repeated twice and in solids once per laser cycle) during the interaction with the driving laser field. As the process is periodic, the emitted spectrum consists of well confined harmonic peaks, which in the time domain can result in a train of asec pulses. Isolated asec pulses are generated when the medium is steered to emit XUV radiation only once during the driving laser pulse. In this case, the emitted XUV spectrum is a broadband continuum which in the time domain can result in an isolated asec pulse. 
XUV Emission from Gases

Single Atom Response
The principle of asec pulse generation is illustrated in Figure 1 . Briefly, by focusing an intense (with I L~1 0 14 -10 15 W/cm 2 ) linearly polarized multi-cycle fs laser pulse into a gas-phase medium, an XUV frequency comb, which consist odd harmonics of the driving frequency, is emitted in the direction of the laser field ( Figure 1a) . Due to the non-linearity of the harmonic generation process the divergence of the XUV beam is smaller compared the IR driving field. In appropriate phase matching conditions (atomic and macroscopic response) the phase locking between the harmonics leads to the formation of an asec pulse train. A band pass XUV filter arrangement can be placed at the XUV beam path in order to remove the IR beam and to select the wanted harmonic bandwidth. 
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Figure 1. (a)
A schematic representation of High-order harmonic generation (HOHG) in gas-phase media; (b) (upper panel) An oversimplified picture of the recollision process. t i , t r , MI, XUV, ATI are the ionization time, recollision time, multiple ionization, generation of XUV radiation and ATI photoelectrons, respectively. The red arrow shows the polarization direction of the driving field and the black line the electron trajectory; (down panel) High-order-harmonic generation process in the spirit of three-step model. L (black line), S (green line) show the "Long" and "Short" electron trajectories contribute to the plateau harmonic emission, respectively. t e L and t e S are the corresponding emission times. C (red line) shows the electron trajectory contribute to the cut-off harmonic emission; (c) (upper panel) Emission times as a function of the harmonic order (calculated using the semi-classical 3-step model for I L = 2 × 10 14 W/cm 2 and I P = 15 eV, and λ = 800 nm). t e L (I L ) and t e S (I L ) depict the emission times (which depend on I L ) corresponding the "Long" and "Short" trajectory harmonics.
In the spirit of semi-classical 3-step model the emission times is the real part of the recombination time t r . (down panel) Calculated harmonic spectrum (blue filled area) with ω q = (2q + 1)ω L (where ω L is the frequency of the IR field). The "Long" and "Short" trajectory harmonics, which contribute in plateau region, degenerate to a single trajectory in the cut-off region of the spectrum. The green solid line is the spectral phase distribution of the S and L trajectory harmonics. The black solid line illustrates the XUV continuum spectrum emitted in case of a single electron recollision. The line-shaded area illustrates the bandwidth of the XUV radiation which passes through a band pass XUV filter. The theoretical approach which describes the HOH generation process is the classical (where laser field and electron are treated classically) [9] and semi-classical (where the laser field is treated classically and the atom/electron quantum mechanically) three-step model [10, 13] . The model has been recently extended to the full quantum mechanical region (where the laser field is treated quantum mechanically) taking into account the back-action of the strong-field laser-atom interaction on the driving IR laser field [15, 16] . Although an accurate description of the HHG process requires the consideration of the laser bandwidth and the propagation effects in the medium, the fundamental properties of the interaction can be adequately explored with the single-color single-atom interaction. According to the three-step model, the electron tunnels out from the atomic potential distorted by the laser field, then accelerates in the laser field from which it gains kinetic energy and then it may recollide elastically or inelastically with the parent ion (upper panel in Figure 1b ). The non-recolliding electrons and the electrons that recollide elastically with the parent ion are contributing to the ATI spectrum, while the inelastic recollision leads to the generation of HOH (electron recombines with the ion emitting a photon) and multiple charge ions (for example via non-sequential double ionization).
According to the 3-step model (down panel of Figure 1b ), in the first step the electron enters the continuum at t = t i (t i is named ionization time which takes places during the half cycle of the driving field, i.e., t i < T L /2 and T L is the period of the driving cycle of the driving laser field) with a tunneling rate Γ(t i ) which can be found by the PPT-ADK theory [93, 94] . Each electron trajectory in the continuum is defined by the ionization time t i and is weighted by the corresponding tunneling rate Γ(t i ) which depends on the field E(t) = −∂A(t)/∂t (A(t) is the vector potential) at the moment of ionization t i . The motion of the electron in the continuum starts with zero initial velocity (v(t i ) = 0) at a distance (t i ) = |I P |/|eE(t i )| (I P is the ionization potential of the atom) which is much smaller compared to the length of the electron trajectory in the continuum and thus can be ignored, i.e., x(t i ) ≈ 0. We note that the dipole approximation is made for the E(t) and A(t) to be independent of the spatial coordinates [10, 13] . In the second step the electron gains kinetic energy from the driving field. Neglecting the influence of the atomic potential, the momentum of the electron in the continuum is p(t) = p i − eA(t) (where p i = eA(t i ) is the drift momentum). The third step corresponds to the case where the electron recollides at t r with the parent ion. Ion and electron are then recombined towards XUV emission. At t r (with t i < t r < T L ), the position of the electron with respect to the nuclei is x(t r ) ≈ 0 (where
A(t )dt is the trajectory of the electron in the continuum) and the kinetic energy is K r = p 2 (t r )/2m = e 2 [A(t r ) − A(t i )] 2 /2m. Maximizing K r with respect to t i can be obtained that for ωt i = 108 • and ωt r = 342 • the maximum recollision energy is K (max) r = 3.17 U p (U p is the ponteromotive energy of the electron). The photon energy of the emitted XUV photons is the sum of the electron kinetic energy and the binding energy of the atom, i.e.,hω XUV = I P + K r . As the recollission process takes place every half cycle of the driving field, the emitted spectrum is an XUV comb which consists of only odd harmonic peaks (blue filled area in the down panel of Figure 1c ). The spectrum depicts a plateau region (where the XUV yield is approximately constant) which is extended up to a cut-off region (where there is a rapid reduction of the XUV yield) where the photon energy is hω XUV = I P + 3.17 U p .
The semi-classical description of the three-step model which introduces in the recollision picture to the quantum mechanical tunneling effect, allows the extension of the classical electron trajectories to the quantum mechanical orbits and provides access to quantum interference effects taking place during the recollision process. In this context the harmonic spectrum is obtained by the Fourier transform of the time-dependent dipole moment which contains an integral over all possible electron trajectories characterized by ionization time (t i ), recombination time (t r ), and momentum p. Using a saddle-point analysis it can be shown that, for a given driving laser intensity I L , there are two interfering quantum [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] electron trajectories (the "Long" and the "Short" noted as L and S in the down panel of Figure 1b 
dominating the emission of a given harmonic order q in the plateau region of the spectrum. The two paths degenerate to a single one (noted as C in the down panel of Figure 1b ) for the harmonics laying in the cut-off region of the spectrum. The phase of each harmonic order q results from the phase accumulated by the electron trajectory in the continuum (which can be approximate by ≈ −τ
q I L ) and the phase (ω q t r ) introduced by the recombination time measured with respect to the reference time of the laser period (upper panel of Figure 1c ), i.e., ϕ
q U p . The green solid line in the down panel Figure 1c shows the harmonic spectral phase distribution calculated using the semi-classical 3-step model. It is evident that the harmonics generated in rare gases have an inherent linear chirp (which is positive for the S-and negative for the L-trajectory harmonics) due to the lack of synchronization during their generation process. Quantitatively, for a superposition of the harmonics this can be expressed as a quadratic dependence of the relative spectral phase on the harmonic frequency, i.e., for the qth harmonic the corresponding spectral phase is given by ϕ
r , where ∆t L,S r is the temporal drift (harmonic chirp) between harmonics and q 0 is the first harmonic used in the superposition towards the formation asec pulse structure (detailed discussion on this matter can be found in Ref. [100] .
Generation of Asec Pulse Trains
Taking into account the spectral phase distribution shown in the down panel of Figure 1c , the synthesis of a harmonic comb produced by the "Long"-and "Short"-trajectories can result to an asec pulse train structure. However, for the generation of asec pulses the "Long"-trajectory harmonics are usually minimized due to the lack of their temporal confinement. The pulse broadening of the "Long"-trajectory harmonics is associated with the long traveling time and the spread of the electron wave packet in the continuum which is strongly influenced by the spatiotemporal and shot-to-shot laser intensity variations in the harmonic generation medium [97, 100, 101] . This is evident from the strong influence of the "Long"-trajectory harmonics on the gradient forces [102] in the harmonic generation medium, which leads to beams of larger divergence compared to the harmonic beam generated by the "Short"-trajectories [103] . The reduction of the contribution of the "Long"-trajectory harmonics in an XUV beam, can be achieved using appropriate phase matching conditions in the generation medium (e.g., focusing the IR beam before the gas medium) [104] and spatial filtering approaches (e.g., apertures placed at the XUV beam path). Nevertheless, recent studies on this matter have shown that the "Long"-trajectory harmonics driven by a two-color field can highly benefit the properties of the XUV pulses through the enhancement of the harmonic yield and the control of the spectral phase distribution. The latter can be achieved by changing the relative phase and the intensity ratio between the two colors in the two-color driving field [105, 106] .
Generation of Isolated Asec Pulses
Isolated asec pulses can be generated when the XUV emission is restricted to occur within half cycle of the driving field. In this case a single recollission in an atomic ensemble leads to the emission of a single XUV burst with continuum spectral power distribution (illustrated with black solid line in the down panel of Figure 1c ) and the shortest duration of the asec pulse is limited by the XUV spectrum passing though the band pass XUV filter. Isolated pulses can be produced using (I) part of the continuum XUV radiation emitted using single-cycle driving laser fields [83] ; (II) the cut-off region of the quasi-continuum XUV spectrum emitted using few-cycles driving laser fields [29] ; (III) part of the continuum XUV radiation emitted using few-cycle driving laser fields in combination with PG approaches [62, 63] ; (IV) part of the continuum XUV radiation emitted using few-cycle driving laser fields in combination with IG approaches [63, 65, 66] part of the continuum XUV radiation emitted using multi-cycle driving laser fields in combination with LH approaches [67] [68] [69] and (V) part of the continuum XUV radiation emitted using multi-cycle driving laser fields in combination with PG approaches [49, 64, [70] [71] [72] 107] . In all cases the stability of the CEP of the laser system is a decisive matter, while if this is not possible (as in the case of high power multi-cycle laser systems), approaches for selecting single asec pulses by shot-to-shot measuring the CEP value are required [71, 108] . 
Macroscopic Effects in HHG
The high harmonic radiation that we observe experimentally is a superposition of the elementary contributions from the single atoms interacting with the laser pulse. To describe this macroscopic effect one needs to consider the three stages of what is happening in the gas medium. (i) The first stage is the propagation of the driving pulse in the ionized medium-the gas atoms at different spatial points experience different driving fields. As the driving pulse changes both in space and time (since it is finite in both dimensions), and through ionization it modifies the medium it propagates through, to describe this stage requires a full 3D modeling; (ii) in the second stage the propagated electric field locally interacts with the gas particles, and high harmonic radiation is generated. This can be described in the single atom response described in Section 2.1.1; (iii) finally, the elementary radiations add up to produce the macroscopically observable radiation. In this stage the different propagation velocities of the generating (usually IR) and generated (usually XUV) pulses affect the output of the interaction. As the single atom response have been described in Section 2.1.1, here we revisit in more details the propagation stages (i) and (iii).
Distortions of the laser pulse in the gas medium: As the generating pulse propagates, its temporal evolution changes. As HHG is a highly nonlinear phenomenon, even a small change in the driving field might affect the generation severely. There are various effects to consider [109] :
• Linear effects: during propagation even linear dispersion causes a temporal stretch of the broad bandwidth laser pulse. Due to diffraction/focusing (and HHG is usually achieved in a focusing arrangement) the intensity distribution changes both along propagation, and in the transverse plane, affecting both the amplitude and the phase of the generated radiation.
•
The high intensity laser beam evokes the Kerr-type non-linear refractive index of the generating medium, leading to self-focusing of the beam, and a blue-(red) shift on the rising (falling) slope due to self-phase modulation.
Due to the ionization of the medium by the driving field, the presence of free electrons modifies both the linear and non-linear properties of the medium. This can even result in defocusing of the beam.
At the onset of the laser pulse it enters a neutral medium. As the intensity increases on the optical cycle level, ionization events become more probable, and the following parts of the laser pulse now propagate through an ionized medium. In each half-cycle of the laser field new ionization events occur, thus the propagation conditions vary during the evolution of the pulse [109] . Using the now available ultra-intense laser pulses, multiple ionization of the medium can be achieved, yielding a very strong contribution of the electrons to the refractive index. The ionization fraction depends on the local intensity, and has a spatial variation, leading to diffraction, defocusing or refocusing of the laser beam. The balance between focusing and defocusing of the generating beam determines the intensity of the radiation, thus the ionization fraction, thus the focusing/defocusing effects. The proper description of the propagation requires an iterative process [76, 110] .
Ionization which depends locally on the spatial and temporal position, will affect the laser pulse propagation and the intensity at the succeeding spatial and temporal points, creates a highly non-trivial spatio-temporal coupling in the laser pulse propagation and hence the high harmonic generation process.
Phase matching aspects of high harmonic generation: It is well known in nonlinear optics, that the generation of new frequency components is only effective if the phase velocity of the fundamental field and that of the generated radiation can be matched over the length of the generating medium. In case of HHG there are multiple components of the phase velocity to be considered. The contributions, with respect to c (speed of light in vacuum) are:
• Neutral dispersion-for XUV spectral domain negative, for IR components it is positive. • Plasma dispersion-it is always negative, and scales as λ 2 , so IR is effected more. Since ionization fraction varies in space and time, this contribution is also varying. • Gouy phase shift-affects the focused IR beam, there is a negative contribution as we go from before focus to after focus.
• Dipole/atomic phase-proportional to the intensity of the IR field, and depends on whether the generation occurs via the short or long trajectory. As the driving field intensity is space and time dependent, this component also varies spatiotemporally.
Due to temporal variations of the above mentioned phase matching contributions, phase matching may lead to temporal gating of the produced radiation. This effect was observed, e.g., in [111] .
Phase matching scenarios for high power laser pulses: The available laser power has grown so much in the last 10 years, that today the main question is how can we utilize these powerful lasers to generate the brightest asec pulses. Simply using more powerful laser pulses does not guarantee the generation of more powerful asec pulses. This is mainly due to the macroscopic effects arising during the high-order harmonic generation process but also to the depletion of the generating medium. The most important limiting effects are the distortions of the laser pulse, and ineffective phase matching, which can both significantly reduce the intensity of the generated asec pulse.
Spatial and temporal distortion may also lead to effective phase matching via "stabilizing" the pulse intensity during propagation in the target gas.
(a) Long (few tens of cm scale), low pressure (few mbar) target: Scaling up high order harmonic generation by increasing driving laser powers in the low density target regime has been investigated thoroughly in [99, 112] . Phase matching conditions by balancing the effects of Gouy phase shift, neutral and plasma dispersion provides scaling principles. It has been found, that for this low ionization regime increasing laser powers requires the up-scaling of the geometric parameters (focal length, target length) and downscaling the target pressure. In this phase matching regime today's state of the art laser pulses will require focusing of several tens (to a hundred) meters and gas target lengths of tens of centimeters (to meters). (b) Short (mm scale), high pressure (tens to thousands of mbar) target: Generating intense XUV radiation by intense laser pulses can also be achieved in a different phase matching regime, using high density short gas targets (jets) [113] . In this case the required focal lengths are somewhat shorter (few to ten meters), leading to higher intensity in the target. This means that the target will be ionized stronger than in the previous case, but due to the shorter medium length the distortion of the laser pulse can be reduced. The high number of interacting atoms, required to achieve a high XUV flux, in this case is confined in a small volume. (c) Quasi phase matching: Various quasi phase matching techniques have been applied for gas HHG to reduce the phase mismatch naturally accompanying the nonlinear process see [114, 115] and references therein. In these arrangements either the target or the propagating laser beam is periodically modulated (by means of successive gas targets, propagation of the beam in a modulated waveguide or superposing a secondary modulating laser beam counter-or perpendicularly propagating with the generating laser pulse).
The macroscopic conditions to generate intense XUV pulses via gas HHG are being investigated in many laboratories. Direct comparison of the different methods is usually not possible in a single laboratory, due to practical reasons. The efforts to reach optimum conditions, often puts severe requirements on the realization of the proposed setup: to reach interferometric stability in an arrangement several tens of meters long, or reaching a target pressure of several bar in ideally vacuum environment is technically challenging. Solving these issues promises to reach few-µJ level XUV pulses paving the way to nonlinear XUV optics.
XUV Emission from Solid Surfaces
In this section there will be a short account of the theoretical models that have been introduced to describe the process of harmonic generation in the interaction of intense laser pulses with solid targets (extend description can be found in [20] ). The plasma vacuum interface, holds the promise of substantially increasing the number of photons carried away even in single asec bursts [87] . This medium for the conversion of short optical pulses into asec pulses via harmonic generation appears to be attractive for two main reasons: it provides higher conversion efficiencies and it does not exhibit a limit to the maximum laser intensity that can be used.
The modeling of the high harmonic generation in the intense laser pulse solid target interaction has been the object of a number of reports over the years. Some theoretical models proposed describe the experimentally observed features of harmonic generation mechanism quite successfully. It appears however, that one should treat different intensity regimes separately because the underlying process is different. For relatively low laser intensities the so-called coherent wake emission mechanism (CWE) dominates [22, 57, 58] . It has been recently demonstrated that the harmonic emission emanating in this regime from the interaction of intense laser pulses with solid-density plasma leads indeed to temporal bunching with asec pulse durations [54, 67, 91, 116] . At higher intensities, the relativistic oscillating mirror (ROM) mechanism becomes dominant [21, [59] [60] [61] . The delimitation between the two mechanism is usually based on the normalized vector potential a L value, which in terms of the focused laser intensity I L and laser wavelength λ L is given by a 2
. The ROM mechanism prevails when a L is larger than unity, while for a L 1 the CWE mechanism is considerably more efficient. In the transitional range, the two processes can coexist and which one of the two dominates depends sensitively on the gradient of the plasma density profile [117, 118] . Due to its superior properties and predominance at high intensities, the basis for the generation of single asec light pulses [87, 119] will most probably be the ROM mechanism. More recently, theoretical work has revealed that, under certain conditions, another mechanism can dominate and produce harmonic radiation with superior efficiency [120] [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] . In this mechanism dense electron nanobunches are formed at the plasma vacuum boundary giving rise to XUV radiation by coherent synchrotron emission (CSE). Simulations have shown that the dynamical evolution of the plasma filaments during the relativistic laser-plasma interactions allow the formation of such dense electron nanobunches on ultra-fast timescales. These charges accelerated by the strong fields of a relativistically intense laser pulse result in the generation of CSE extending to the x-ray regime. In what follows, the main features of the two most well-known mechanisms are described.
The Coherent Wake Emission (CWE) Mechanism
The basic idea of this mechanism is depicted in Figure 2 . The harmonic generation takes place in the bulk of the plasma profile existing in front of the solid target [22, 57, 126] . By aiming the E-field component perpendicular to the target with obliquely incident, p-polarized laser pulse launches electrons into the vacuum (Brunel electrons [127] ). Depending on the E-field phase during the injection some of these energetic electrons are hurled back into the plasma during the second half-cycle of the laser period and form bunches that pass through the density ramp. In their passage, they excite resonantly plasma oscillations at positions within the density gradient where the plasma frequency ω p satisfies the condition: ω p = qω L , with q an integer number. At these points, the plasma waves undergo linear mode conversion into EM-waves at harmonics of the fundamental laser frequency via inverse resonance absorption [128] .
The conversion process is nearly linear and dominant at moderate laser intensities. There are a couple of distinctive features associated with this mechanism of harmonic generation. The most important is that there is a distinct cut-off. This is easily seen, since only those harmonics at whose frequency plasma oscillations can be excited and sustained in the plasma ramp in front of the solid target, are being produced. This means that the highest generated harmonic by the CWE does not depend on the laser intensity but rather on the properties of the target material. If the maximum plasma density available during the interaction is n max,e then the highest harmonic produced is q cut−o f f = n max,e /n c with n c the plasma critical density for the given laser frequency. This property has been exploited in the autocorrelation experiment described in Ref. [54] .
plasma density available during the interaction is nmax,e then the highest harmonic produced is − = √ , / with nc the plasma critical density for the given laser frequency. This property has been exploited in the autocorrelation experiment described in Ref. [54] . The CWE generated harmonics possess in general an intrinsic chirp which has to be sought in the details of the generation mechanism. For example, the higher the harmonic the deeper the location into the plasma ramp where it is at resonance with the local plasma frequency. This path difference leads to so called "atto" chirp between the individual components of the emitted spectrum. It has been estimated that the total phase difference accumulated by the qth harmonic varies as Δϕq  q 3 (see Ref. [54] ).
Besides the chirp coming from the different emission depths of different frequencies, the so called atto-chirp, there is a second chirp intrinsic to CWE generation process, the so-called harmonic-chirp, introducing phase fluctuations within the single harmonics. It originates from the varying time of the occurrence of electron bunches within the plasma. The relative timing of these bunches depends on the instantaneous intensity of the laser pulse. Those electrons expelled at the peak of the laser pulse have longer excursion times, while those at the rising and falling edge shorter. There is thus a variation of the relative emission times by fractions of an optical cycle of the driving laser pulse, with the relative emission time increasing at the beginning and then decreasing at the end of the pulse. The deviation from strictly periodic emission leads to effects ranging from simple broadening to the splitting of the harmonics and appearance of multi-peaks spectrum. As expected, the effect is more pronounced for few-cycle laser pulses than for multi-cycle ones [58, 91] .
The Relativistic Oscillating Mirror (ROM) Mechanism
An intuitive nevertheless very useful model that provides insight into the mechanism of high harmonic generation in solid targets for laser intensities aL ≥ 1.0 is the so called relativistic oscillating mirror model. It was first proposed by Bulanov et al. [129] and later formulated and developed in detail by Lichters et al. [60] . The basic idea of the model is rather simple and is schematically shown in Figure 3 . According to this model, the up conversion of the laser pulse light is due to the Doppler shifted reflection off a moving at relativistic speed surface.
It assumes that the electrons at the plasma vacuum interface reflect the incident light while executing forced oscillations near the edge of an immobile step-like ion background. The oscillatory term ( ) ∼ 2 sin(2 ) due to the ⃗ × ⃗⃗ term of the Lorentz force of the incident laser pulse, drives these oscillations. Charge separation and corresponding electrostatic fields give rise to the restoring force. As it has been pointed out by Lichters [60] , one of the main reasons for the rich harmonic content in the reflected pulse is the retardation effect between a point of reference (observer) and the electron interface on which the incident wave is reflected. The CWE generated harmonics possess in general an intrinsic chirp which has to be sought in the details of the generation mechanism. For example, the higher the harmonic the deeper the location into the plasma ramp where it is at resonance with the local plasma frequency. This path difference leads to so called "atto" chirp between the individual components of the emitted spectrum. It has been estimated that the total phase difference accumulated by the qth harmonic varies as ∆φ q ∝ q 3 (see Ref. [54] ).
An intuitive nevertheless very useful model that provides insight into the mechanism of high harmonic generation in solid targets for laser intensities a L ≥ 1.0 is the so called relativistic oscillating mirror model. It was first proposed by Bulanov et al. [129] and later formulated and developed in detail by Lichters et al. [60] . The basic idea of the model is rather simple and is schematically shown in Figure 3 . According to this model, the up conversion of the laser pulse light is due to the Doppler shifted reflection off a moving at relativistic speed surface.
It assumes that the electrons at the plasma vacuum interface reflect the incident light while executing forced oscillations near the edge of an immobile step-like ion background. The oscillatory
B term of the Lorentz force of the incident laser pulse, drives these oscillations. Charge separation and corresponding electrostatic fields give rise to the restoring force. As it has been pointed out by Lichters [60] , one of the main reasons for the rich harmonic content in the reflected pulse is the retardation effect between a point of reference (observer) and the electron interface on which the incident wave is reflected. More recently, a number of reports have provided very important additional insight in the theoretical aspects of the model and additional predictions have been derived [21, [130] [131] [132] . The most notable prediction that was deduced in rather general terms is that the harmonic spectrum exhibits a universal scaling for the roll-off in power law form I(ω)  ω −q with q ≈ 5/2 [130] . It was also shown that the harmonic spectrum extends up to a maximum cut-off frequency
where ωL is the incident laser frequency and γmax denotes the relativistic γ-factor corresponding to the maximum velocity at which the mirror moves towards the incoming light. The factor 4 2 relates to the basic underlying mechanism which is Doppler shifted backscattering of light on a relativistic mirror. It should be pointed out here that these very important predictions of the ROM model have been confirmed not only in 1D-PIC simulations [82, 130] but also in experiments [89, 133] . Subsequent reports derived a more accurate exponent for the power-law (q ≈ 8/3 instead of q ≈ 5/2) and for the actual cut-off frequency ≈ 3 beyond the power-law roll-off [21, 132] . Of late comprehensive semi-analytical models that take into account realistic experimental scenarios while working over a wider parameter space [134, 135] have been proposed revealing correlation of different HOH regimes.
Particle-in-Cell (PIC) Simulations
Particle-In-Cell codes are well established tools for kinetic treatment of a number of topics related to the interaction of high intensity pulses with plasmas. They self consistently treat the underlying physical processes albeit for a reduced number of dimensions, in most cases in one. Despite this shortcoming, they have helped to understand some intricacies associated with the generation mechanism of high harmonics at overdense plasma surfaces [126, [136] [137] [138] [139] [140] . Thus, their appropriateness in predicting new phenomena in previously unexplored laser intensities is well justified.
Here, we present one result previously reported in [84] , which was obtained by the one dimensional code LPIC [60] . It refers to the expected efficiency ηXUV of the harmonic radiation as a function of the vector potential aL associated with the laser pulse (see Figure 4 ).
This simulation was performed in a parameter range, which is expected to provide intense isolated asec pulses in the XUV or even SXR spectral range, i.e., for two-cycle (gaussian) laser pulse. For that purpose, three different filters have been assumed to select different spectral ranges. On this graph, some experimental results have been added from a collection of more recent reports. Despite the fact that the experimental results were obtained predominantly with multi-cycle laser pulses, the agreement to the simulations is worth noticing. This gives rise to cautious optimism, that in the near future, with the new generation laser systems [5, 6 ,27], we will be able to reach the unprecedented efficiencies predicted by the PIC simulations. More recently, a number of reports have provided very important additional insight in the theoretical aspects of the model and additional predictions have been derived [21, [130] [131] [132] . The most notable prediction that was deduced in rather general terms is that the harmonic spectrum exhibits a universal scaling for the roll-off in power law form I(ω) ∝ ω −q with q ≈ 5/2 [130] . It was also shown that the harmonic spectrum extends up to a maximum cut-off frequency ω co ≈ 4γ 2 max ω L where ω L is the incident laser frequency and γ max denotes the relativistic γ-factor corresponding to the maximum velocity at which the mirror moves towards the incoming light. The factor 4γ 2 max relates to the basic underlying mechanism which is Doppler shifted backscattering of light on a relativistic mirror. It should be pointed out here that these very important predictions of the ROM model have been confirmed not only in 1D-PIC simulations [82, 130] but also in experiments [89, 133] . Subsequent reports derived a more accurate exponent for the power-law (q ≈ 8/3 instead of q ≈ 5/2) and for the actual cut-off frequency ω co ≈ γ 3 max beyond the power-law roll-off [21, 132] . Of late comprehensive semi-analytical models that take into account realistic experimental scenarios while working over a wider parameter space [134, 135] have been proposed revealing correlation of different HOH regimes.
Here, we present one result previously reported in [84] , which was obtained by the one dimensional code LPIC [60] . It refers to the expected efficiency η XUV of the harmonic radiation as a function of the vector potential a L associated with the laser pulse (see Figure 4 ).
This simulation was performed in a parameter range, which is expected to provide intense isolated asec pulses in the XUV or even SXR spectral range, i.e., for two-cycle (gaussian) laser pulse. For that purpose, three different filters have been assumed to select different spectral ranges. On this graph, some experimental results have been added from a collection of more recent reports. Despite the fact that the experimental results were obtained predominantly with multi-cycle laser pulses, the agreement to the simulations is worth noticing. This gives rise to cautious optimism, that in the near future, with the new generation laser systems [5, 6 ,27], we will be able to reach the unprecedented efficiencies predicted by the PIC simulations. 
Asec Lighthouse Effect
High-harmonic generation (HHG) driven by an intense fs laser field naturally tends to generate an asec pulse train (APT). For over a decade now, considerable efforts have been deployed to generate isolated asec pulses, as these are much convenient for performing time-resolved pump-probe type experiments. To this end, many temporal gating techniques have been proposed and successfully applied to intense HHG in gases, which essentially consist in eliminating all but one pulse in APT produced by the multiple cycles contained in the driving laser pulse (See Section 2.1.3). Because these techniques exploit the specific nonlinear response of an atom to the driving laser waveform, they cannot be easily extended to other nonlinear laser-matter interactions, such HHG from plasma mirrors, despite being theoretically predicted as a highly efficient source of high-energy asec pulses when driven at relativistic intensity [87] . In 2012, Vincenti and Quéré proposed a new approach to this problem, which consists in dispersing the asec pulses of the train in different and perfectly controlled directions in space, a scheme they called the asec lighthouse [141] . This way, by using an appropriate spatial mask, one can obtain not only a single asec pulse but even better, a manifold of independent yet perfectly synchronized asec pulses, ideally suited to pump-probe spectroscopy. The advantage of this technique is that it is relatively simple to implement and universally applicable to any nonlinear mechanism responsible for asec pulse generation, and also offers many exciting new tools for asec metrology [69] .
A key property of HHG is that the individual asec pulses in the APT propagate in a collimated beam along the direction normal to the laser wavefronts at focus, as exampled in Figure 5a in the case of plasma mirrors driven by intense few-cycle pulses. If the laser wavefronts at focus can be made to rotate in time during the pulse, the individual asec pulses from the APT will now be generated in slightly different directions (Figure 5b ). When the angular separation between successive asec pulses is larger than the divergence of each individual pulse in the APT, a collection of angularly separated asec pulses will be produced. 
A key property of HHG is that the individual asec pulses in the APT propagate in a collimated beam along the direction normal to the laser wavefronts at focus, as exampled in Figure 5a in the case of plasma mirrors driven by intense few-cycle pulses. If the laser wavefronts at focus can be made to rotate in time during the pulse, the individual asec pulses from the APT will now be generated in slightly different directions (Figure 5b ). When the angular separation between successive asec pulses is larger than the divergence of each individual pulse in the APT, a collection of angularly separated asec pulses will be produced. When an intense few-cycle laser pulse interacts nonlinearly with a plasma mirror, the sub-cycle modulation of the temporal laser wavefronts is associated with the generation of a train of asec light pulses, which all propagate in a collimated beam along the direction normal to the laser wavefronts at focus. (b) When the laser wavefronts are made to rotate in time at focus (WFR), each asec pulse of the train is emitted in a slightly different direction. From Ref. [67] .
Ultrafast wavefront rotation (WFR) is a direct consequence of pulse-front tilt (PFT), a linear optic effect resulting at the focus of ultrashort laser pulses following angular dispersion, such as that introduced by slightly misaligning one of the gratings in the compressor or by introducing a prism into the beam [142] . Heyl et al. [99] proposed an elegant alternative for achieving WFR. In the presence of WFR, the laser wavefronts sweep part of the cone of light formed by the focused driving laser beam. The wavefront rotation velocity corresponds to the rate at which this angle is swept. As a result, the maximum achievable rotation velocity is given by the ratio between the maximum possible angle that can be swept, i.e., the numerical aperture of the driving laser pulse, divided by the minimal time it takes to sweep this angle, i.e., the Fourier transform limited pulse duration. The price to pay for achieving maximum WFR is a 2-fold reduction in laser peak intensity, due to the increase in both focal spot size and pulse duration at focus [141] , which remains an acceptable degradation of the beam quality.
In order to spatially separate the asec pulses, the angle of emission ∆ between successive pulses must be larger than the divergence of the individual pulses. The maximum angular separation between pulses is therefore achieved for maximum rotation velocity, such that ∆ = × ≥ , where is the time interval between the emission of successive asec pulses. is imposed by the nonlinear interaction conditions and can only be partly controlled experimentally. Therefore, the above condition can only be fulfilled if the asec pulse divergence is small compared to the laser divergence, such that ⁄ ≤ 1⁄ , where is the number of asec pulses produced per laser cycle and the number of cycles contained in the laser pulse. In practical terms, for any given experimental configuration, one can use the above relationship to deduce the longest possible pulse duration for which the asec lighthouse effect can still be efficiently achieved.
The first experimental demonstration of asec lighthouses was performed at Laboratoire d'Optique Appliquée LOA in France [67] on laser-driven plasma mirrors ( Figure 6 ), with rather favourable conditions for visualizing the asec lighthouse effect since the HHG process was driven using tightly focused pulses containing only 2 optical cycles, such that ⁄ ≈ 1 5 ⁄ < 1⁄ ≈ 1 2 ⁄ . The LOA team looked at the evolution of the spatial XUV beam footprint as a function of WFR introduced at the focus by rotating one of the wedges used in the setup to fine-tune pulse compression on target. In the absence WFR, a uniform XUV beam profile was observed (Figure 6b , left panel), corresponding to an asec pulse train with a discrete harmonic spectrum (Figure 6b , right panel) measured at the centre of the direction of emission. In the presence of WFR, the generated XUV beam splits into a manifold of angularly separated asec beamlets (Figure 6c , left panel), each When an intense few-cycle laser pulse interacts nonlinearly with a plasma mirror, the sub-cycle modulation of the temporal laser wavefronts is associated with the generation of a train of asec light pulses, which all propagate in a collimated beam along the direction normal to the laser wavefronts at focus; (b) When the laser wavefronts are made to rotate in time at focus (WFR), each asec pulse of the train is emitted in a slightly different direction. From Ref. [67] .
Ultrafast wavefront rotation (WFR) is a direct consequence of pulse-front tilt (PFT), a linear optic effect resulting at the focus of ultrashort laser pulses following angular dispersion, such as that introduced by slightly misaligning one of the gratings in the compressor or by introducing a prism into the beam [142] . Heyl et al. [99] proposed an elegant alternative for achieving WFR. In the presence of WFR, the laser wavefronts sweep part of the cone of light formed by the focused driving laser beam. The wavefront rotation velocity v R corresponds to the rate at which this angle is swept. As a result, the maximum achievable rotation velocity v max R is given by the ratio between the maximum possible angle that can be swept, i.e., the numerical aperture θ L of the driving laser pulse, divided by the minimal time it takes to sweep this angle, i.e., the Fourier transform limited pulse duration. The price to pay for achieving maximum WFR is a 2-fold reduction in laser peak intensity, due to the increase in both focal spot size and pulse duration at focus [141] , which remains an acceptable degradation of the beam quality.
In order to spatially separate the asec pulses, the angle of emission ∆β between successive pulses must be larger than the divergence θ of the individual pulses. The maximum angular separation between pulses is therefore achieved for maximum rotation velocity, such that ∆β max = v max R × T train ≥ θ, where T train is the time interval between the emission of successive asec pulses. θ is imposed by the nonlinear interaction conditions and can only be partly controlled experimentally. Therefore, the above condition can only be fulfilled if the asec pulse divergence is small compared to the laser divergence, such that θ/θ L ≤ 1/pN, where p is the number of asec pulses produced per laser cycle and N the number of cycles contained in the laser pulse. In practical terms, for any given experimental configuration, one can use the above relationship to deduce the longest possible pulse duration for which the asec lighthouse effect can still be efficiently achieved.
The first experimental demonstration of asec lighthouses was performed at Laboratoire d'Optique Appliquée LOA in France [67] on laser-driven plasma mirrors ( Figure 6 ), with rather favourable conditions for visualizing the asec lighthouse effect since the HHG process was driven using tightly focused pulses containing only 2 optical cycles, such that θ atto /θ L ≈ 1/5 < 1/pN ≈ 1/2. The LOA team looked at the evolution of the spatial XUV beam footprint as a function of WFR introduced at the focus by rotating one of the wedges used in the setup to fine-tune pulse compression on target. In the absence WFR, a uniform XUV beam profile was observed (Figure 6b , left panel), corresponding to an asec pulse train with a discrete harmonic spectrum (Figure 6b , right panel) measured at the centre of the direction of emission. In the presence of WFR, the generated XUV beam splits into a manifold of The first application of the lighthouse approach was done by the NRC team in Canada exploiting the time-to-angle mapping induced by WFR, called photonic streaking, to investigate ultra fast dynamics of HHG in atoms and molecules [68] . They recently measured the temporal structure of the individual asec beamlets generated via the lighthouse effect and found that the latter does not change their characteristics for applications [143] , while proposed advanced lighthouse schemes can be found in a comprehensive review on the subject by Quéré et al. in Ref. [69] .
Asec Beam Lines
The gas and solid-surface XUV beam lines can be divided in four units as is shown in the block diagram of Figure 7 . The 1st unit, named "Laser Beam Delivery (LBD)", which is used for the manipulation of the driving field towards the generation of the XUV radiation, contains the laser beam steering, polarization shaping, beam shaping, pulse manipulation and focusing optics. The 2nd unit, named "XUV Generation (XUV-G)", is used for the generation of the XUV radiation and contains the XUV generation medium. The 3rd unit, named "XUV Separation (XUV-S)", contains the optical elements which are used for the isolation of the generated XUV radiation from the driving laser field and the steering (and XUV wave front splitting in case that is needed) of the XUV beam. The 4th unit, named "XUV Manipulation (XUV-M)", contains optical elements used for spatial and spectral selection of the XUV radiation. In this unit, XUV diagnostics can also be used. The 5th unit, named "End Station (ES)", which is used for the temporal characterization and the applications of the asec pulses, contains the XUV focusing elements, the XUV diagnostics and the detectors required for performing experiments using the XUV radiation. The first application of the lighthouse approach was done by the NRC team in Canada exploiting the time-to-angle mapping induced by WFR, called photonic streaking, to investigate ultra fast dynamics of HHG in atoms and molecules [68] . They recently measured the temporal structure of the individual asec beamlets generated via the lighthouse effect and found that the latter does not change their characteristics for applications [143] , while proposed advanced lighthouse schemes can be found in a comprehensive review on the subject by Quéré et al. in Ref. [69] .
The gas and solid-surface XUV beam lines can be divided in four units as is shown in the block diagram of Figure 7 . The 1st unit, named "Laser Beam Delivery (LBD)", which is used for the manipulation of the driving field towards the generation of the XUV radiation, contains the laser beam steering, polarization shaping, beam shaping, pulse manipulation and focusing optics. The 2nd unit, named "XUV Generation (XUV-G)", is used for the generation of the XUV radiation and contains the XUV generation medium. The 3rd unit, named "XUV Separation (XUV-S)", contains the optical elements which are used for the isolation of the generated XUV radiation from the driving laser field and the steering (and XUV wave front splitting in case that is needed) of the XUV beam. The 4th unit, named "XUV Manipulation (XUV-M)", contains optical elements used for spatial and spectral selection of the XUV radiation. In this unit, XUV diagnostics can also be used. The 5th unit, named "End Station (ES)", which is used for the temporal characterization and the applications of the asec pulses, contains the XUV focusing elements, the XUV diagnostics and the detectors required for performing experiments using the XUV radiation. In the 1st unit, the "beam steering optics" are broadband high reflectivity plane mirrors and beam splitters (or drilled holey mirrors) used for alignment and splitting of the driving laser field. The beam splitters are used to steer part of the driving field away from the XUV generation area (red dashed line in Figure 7 ). This auxiliary pulse, after its recombination with the XUV (which usually takes place in unit 4), can be used for IR/XUV pump-probe applications at the ES (see for example Ref. [144] ). In this case ultrahigh stability optical arrangements are required. Also, part of this beam can be used for the measurement of the carrier-envelope-phase (CEP) in case of using few-cycle driving fields [145] . The "polarization shaping optics" are zero-order half-and/or quarter-wave plates used to control the polarization of the driving field. "Beam shaping optics" concern optical arrangements used for the optimization/manipulation of the XUV generation process through the control of the spatial intensity distribution of the driving field. Apertures and/or beam stops are "Beam shaping optics" which are commonly used for the formation of annular shaped beams and are very useful for the optimization and the spatial isolation (from the driving laser beam) of the XUV radiation generated in gas phase media. Also, they can be used for the creation of beams where an inner beam of small diameter is surrounded by an annular one. Such beams can be used for the manipulation of the harmonic generation process and for the temporal characterization of asec pulses via IR/XUV cross-correlation approaches (see for example Refs. [97, 146] ). The "pulse manipulation optics" concern the optical arrangements used for the manipulation of the XUV generation process through the control of the driving field waveform. Such arrangements are used for the generation of isolated asec pulses by multi-cycle laser fields, utilizing the PG [64, [70] [71] [72] and LH [69] approaches. "XUV focusing" concern the optical elements/configurations (lens, focusing mirrors, deformable mirrors) used for the optimization of the XUV emission through the focusing conditions.
In the 2nd unit, the "XUV generation medium" concerns the type and the properties of the medium used for the generation of the XUV radiation. Gas phase media can be introduced in the unit by means of pulsed nozzles (pulsed gas targets) or leaking valves (static gas cell targets). In solid surfaces, each laser shot requires an optical quality substrate for the generation of the XUV radiation as the surface quality is destroyed after each laser. Thus, solid targets are introduced in the unit by using rotatable disk-shape substrates mounted on a high precision translation stages. In this way the targets are capable to acquire thousands of laser shots. Promising configurations which can potentially lead to a reliable XUV emission for a large number of laser shots are the tape-like solid targets [38] , liquids [35] and liquid crystal films [36, 37] .
In the 3rd unit, the "XUV isolation optics" are used in order to reflect the XUV beam towards ES and significantly reduce the laser driving field which can damage the XUV elements existing in the units 4 and 5. The "XUV steering optics" are used for the alignment of the XUV beam towards the ES. The XUV optics in this unit can be specially designed multilayer mirrors with high reflectivity in a specific broadband XUV energy region or plane mirrors placed at grazing incidence angle for high reflectivity in a broadband XUV range. Silicon plates [147] , coated Silicon plates [148] placed at the Brewster angle of the fundamental laser frequency and grazing incidence BK7 mirrors with antireflection coating the fundamental laser frequency can sufficiently fulfill these requirements. For example, a single split Silicon plate placed on translation/tilting stages can serve as an XUV isolator, steering element and wave front beam splitter. Additionally, due to the strong dependence of their reflectivity on the polarization direction of the driving field, these plates (in combination with the half wave plates of unit 1), can provide a precise control of the energy of the reflected driving field. This is a crucial point in case that the driving field is used as auxiliary pulse (in this case the XUV filters have to be removed from the beam path) for IR/XUV pump-probe experiments at the ES. This can be achieved using in unit 1 the beam shaping optics used for the temporal characterization of asec pulses via IR/XUV cross-correlation approaches.
In the 4th unit, the "XUV spatial filters" (apertures and/or beam stops) are used in order to spatially select part of the XUV beam and block the outer part of the XUV beam which may contain part of the driving field. This is crucial for the selection of XUV radiation generated by different electron trajectories in gas phase media and for the isolation of single asec pulses in case of using the LH approach in gases and solids. The "XUV spectral filters" are metal (Al, Sn, In, Zr etc.) foils of~100 nm thickness used as band pass filters for the spectral selection of the XUV radiation. Also, these filters eliminate any residual part of the driving field which is reflected by the "XUV isolation optics". It is advisable to use two filters of half thickness one after the other instead of one. This is because thin filters may have tiny pinholes and thus using two of them the second one blocks with very high probability any radiation going through the tiny holes of the first one. Both, spatial and spectral filters, are placed on motorized translation stages for the precise control of their position with respect to the position of the XUV beam. For the measurement of the XUV energy, and the spatial/spectral characterization of the XUV beam which enters the ES, calibrated XUV detectors (like photodiodes, PMT, MCP etc.), XUV diagnostics (like XUV beam profilers and XUV spectrometers) can also be placed at the end of this unit.
In the 5th unit, the "XUV focusing optics" concern grazing-or normal-incidence XUV focusing mirrors. Grazing incidence focusing optics are usually toroidal [52, 144] or parabolic [92] mirrors with high reflectivity in a broadband XUV spectral range, while normal-incidence focusing optics are unprotected metal coated or multilayer spherical mirrors with high reflectivity in a more confined (compared the toroidal mirrors) XUV spectral range. Although, both configurations can deliver asec structure in the XUV interaction region, the advantages and disadvantages of each of them is a matter under investigation. To our knowledge, up to now, a single toroidal mirror has been used for the temporal characterization of gas phase asec pulses via IR/XUV cross-correlation approaches, e.g., Ref. [144] , while recently a system of toroidal mirrors (in a Wolter configuration [149] ) with reflectivity 40%-50%, has been used for focusing an XUV beam of~60 eV photon energy down to ≈ 13 µm reaching intensities in the range of~10 12 W/cm 2 [52] . Parabolic mirrors have been used for focusing solid surface harmonics of~20 eV photon energy in a focal spot diameter of ≈ 16 µm reaching in this way intensities in the range of~10 12 W/cm 2 [92] . Normal incidence spherical mirrors with reflectivity 10%-20% have been used for focusing an XUV beam of~20 eV photon energy in the sub-4 µm level reaching intensities >10 13 W/cm 2 [150] while multilayer mirrors have been used for focusing an XUV beam of~90 eV photon energy [29] . This XUV focusing geometry has been extensively used for the temporal characterization of asec pulses via IR/XUV cross-correlation [29, 97, 146] , 2nd-order autocorrelation approaches (using spit spherical mirror in unit 5 or spit silicon plates in unit 3) [45, 47, 48, 50, 54, 97] , and for imaging the ion distribution produced by linear and non-linear processes at the focus of the XUV beam [98, 150] . In order to characterize the XUV beam after the interaction with the system under investigation, XUV diagnostics as those described in unit 4 can also be placed at the output of the 5th unit.
In the following Sections 3.1 and 3.2 we provide two examples on how the block diagram of Figure 7 was implemented for the generation, characterization and applications of intense asec pulses. Figure 8 shows a beam line which has been used for the generation, characterization and applications of intense asec pulses generated in gas-phase media. Examples of alternative arrangements can be found in Refs. [47, 53, 79, 80, 111, 145, [151] [152] [153] [154] .
Asec Beam Lines for Gas Phase Media
An annular shaped p-polarized IR (with carrier frequency 800 nm) laser beam of ≈ 15 mJ energy, and ≈ 33 fs duration is focused with an f = 3 m focal length lens into a pulsed gas jet (P-GJ) filled with Xe, where the harmonic radiation is generated. A Silicon (Si) plate, placed after the jet at the Brewster angle for the fundamental (75 • ), reflects the harmonics towards the detection area, while substantially attenuating the IR field. After reflection from the Si plate, the XUV radiation passes through a 5 mm diameter aperture (A) which blocks the residual outer part of the IR beam. A 150 nm thick Sn filter (F) selects the 11th to 15th harmonics with approximately equal amplitudes. Subsequently, the XUV beam is focused into the target gas jet (T-GJ) (filled with Argon or Helium) with a spherical gold mirror (SM) of 5 cm focal length. With this configuration XUV peak intensities up to 10 14 W/cm 2 have been achieved at the focus of the XUV beam [150] . The energy of the XUV radiation in the interaction region was obtained from the measured pulse energy using an XUV calibrated photodiode (PD EUV ) taking into account the reflectivity of the gold spherical mirror. The PD EUV has been placed after the aperture (A) and the filter (F). The harmonic spectrum measured by recording energy resolved photoelectron spectra resulting from the single-photon photoionization of Ar by the harmonic comb, is shown in Figure 8b . The electron spectra were recorded using a µ-metal shielded time-of-flight (TOF) ion/electron spectrometer, attached to a second XUV beam-line branch (upper branch in unit 5 of Figure 8a ). The TOF can be set to record either the photoelectron energy distribution or ion-mass spectrum. The measured photoelectron distribution does not differ significantly from the XUV spectral distribution as in the photon energy range between 15 eV and 30 eV the single-photon-ionization cross section of Argon is almost constant. Ions are measured using an Ion Microscope (IM) [98, 155] (down branch in unit 5 of Figure 8a ) that images the focal area onto a Micro-channel Plate (MCP) detector equipped with a phosphor (Ph) screen anode. The resolution of the IM is ≈ 1 µm. In order to have the same experimental conditions in both the TOF and the IM set-ups, the TOF branch was constructed in an identical way to the IM. Thus, the two symmetric branches in Figure 8a are used for different diagnostics, i.e., for measuring energy resolved photoelectron spectra resulting from the interaction of the XUV with gas targets (upper branch) or the spatially resolved ion distribution resulting from the interaction of the XUV with gas targets (lower branch). Figure 8c shows the spatial ion distributions at the XUV focus induced by single-and two-XUV-photon ionization of Ar and He, respectively. We note that as the single-XUV-photon ionization process is proportional to the intensity of the radiation, the Ar + distribution corresponds to the intensity distribution of the XUV at the focus.
Using a split spherical mirror of 5 cm focal length in the TOF branch of unit 5 of this beam line the duration of the asec pulses in a train was obtained by means of 2nd order volume autocorrelation (2-IVAC) measurements [45, 97] . When a PG optical arrangement [64] is introduced in unit 1 the spectrum shown in Figure 8b switches form a harmonic comb to continuum (Figure 8d ) which reflects the generation of isolated asec pulses. calibrated photodiode (PDEUV) taking into account the reflectivity of the gold spherical mirror. The PDEUV has been placed after the aperture (A) and the filter (F). The harmonic spectrum measured by recording energy resolved photoelectron spectra resulting from the single-photon photoionization of Ar by the harmonic comb, is shown in Figure 8b . The electron spectra were recorded using a μ-metal shielded time-of-flight (TOF) ion/electron spectrometer, attached to a second XUV beam-line branch (upper branch in unit 5 of Figure 8a ). The TOF can be set to record either the photoelectron energy distribution or ion-mass spectrum. The measured photoelectron distribution does not differ significantly from the XUV spectral distribution as in the photon energy range between 15 eV and 30 eV the single-photon-ionization cross section of Argon is almost constant. Ions are measured using an Ion Microscope (IM) [98, 155] (down branch in unit 5 of Figure 8a ) that images the focal area onto a Micro-channel Plate (MCP) detector equipped with a phosphor (Ph) screen anode. The resolution of the IM is ≈ 1 μm. In order to have the same experimental conditions in both the TOF and the IM set-ups, the TOF branch was constructed in an identical way to the IM. Thus, the two symmetric branches in Figure 8a are used for different diagnostics, i.e., for measuring energy resolved photoelectron spectra resulting from the interaction of the XUV with gas targets (upper branch) or the spatially resolved ion distribution resulting from the interaction of the XUV with gas targets (lower branch). Figure 8c shows the spatial ion distributions at the XUV focus induced by single-and two-XUV-photon ionization of Ar and He, respectively. We note that as the single-XUV-photon ionization process is proportional to the intensity of the radiation, the Ar + distribution corresponds to the intensity distribution of the XUV at the focus. Using a split spherical mirror of 5 cm focal length in the TOF branch of unit 5 of this beam line the duration of the asec pulses in a train was obtained by means of 2nd order volume autocorrelation (2-IVAC) measurements [45, 97] . When a PG optical arrangement [64] is introduced in unit 1 the spectrum shown in Figure 8b switches form a harmonic comb to continuum (Figure 8d ) which reflects the generation of isolated asec pulses. It has been found that the intensities of the XUV pulses in the interaction area can be up to 10 14 W/cm 2 [48] , while their durations can be obtained by means of 2-IVAC measurements in case the CEP of the driving field is stabilized or measured and tagging approaches are applied [48, 156] . These pulses were used for the observation of two-XUV-photon double ionization in Xenon gas (which has been placed in T-GJ) [48] , for time-resolved XUV spectroscopy studies [157] and XUV-XUV pump-probe measurements of~1 fs scale dynamics in atoms [48] and molecules [158] . The temporal characterization of asec pulses generated in gas-phase media will be described in Section 4. Figure 9 shows a typical beam line which has been used for the generation and applications of asec pulses generated by solid-surfaces [86] . Examples of alternative arrangements can be found in Refs. [54, 56, [67] [68] [69] . A p-polarized IR (with carrier wavelength 800 nm) laser pulse of duration ≈ 26 fs and energy ≈ 100 mJ was focused by an f /2.5, 90 • off-axis parabolic mirror (PM1) (of effective focal length of 20 cm) on a 1 cm thick fused silica target (ST) of 12 cm diameter. The angle of incidence on the target was 45 • . In every shot, a single laser pulse interacted with a new (unused) position of the target. Full control over the position and pointing of the laser beam was achieved by controlling the x, y, z, and the tip and tilt degrees of freedom of the focusing parabola. Adjustment of the laser focus was possible by moving the entire target setup out of the laser beam. Removal occurred through an additional long linear translation stage. A microscope objective (IL1) connected to a CCD camera could then be moved in the beam path, allowing the observation of the laser focus. The diverging harmonic radiation, generated on the target and co-propagating with the laser beam, was collimated by a 135 • off-axis fused silica parabolic mirror (PM2) having a focal length of 13 cm. This mirror was placed on a motorized translation stage, so that it could be moved out of the beam, allowing it to enter an imaging spectrometer (S) equipped with a 1200 lines/mm Hitachi flat-field grating. By placing the 135 • off-axis parabola in the beam path, the collimated beam was directed to a second vacuum chamber. In this chamber, two Si plane mirrors placed at Brewster's angle for λ = 800 nm reflected the XUV radiation, thus separating it from the absorbed IR laser beam. The XUV spectral region used in this experiment was selected by a 150 nm thick Sn filter. The filtered XUV radiation entered a third chamber, in which it was focused by a second 135 • parabolic mirror (PM3) into a pulsed argon gas jet. The XUV intensity per laser pulse at the interaction area of the third chamber is ≈ 25 nJ, which when focused to a spot of ≈ 16 µm diameter (Figure 9a ) resulted in a lower limit for the focused intensity of 5 × 10 11 W/cm 2 . A 1.5 m long magnetic bottle (MB) electron spectrometer was attached to the third chamber with its axis perpendicular to the beam propagation axis (Figure 9a ). The MB was used in order to record energy-resolved PE spectra produced through single-and two-photon ionization (ATI) of Argon (Figure 9b,c) . The concept of the above experimental arrangement was used for the temporal characterization of the asec pulse trains generated by the CWE process in the photon energy range of 12-20 eV [54] .
Asec Beam Lines for Solid Surface Media
The pulse duration was obtained by means of 2-IVAC measurements using a split spherical mirror as an XUV wave front splitter. The temporal characterization of asec pulse trains generated in solid-surfaces will be described in more detailed in Section 4.2. Regarding the temporal characterization of the isolated asec pulses emitted by solid-surfaces, we note that, although the confinement of the XUV emission in a single burst has been achieved by the successful implementation of the LH approach [69] the measurement of their duration it is still an open issue. 
Characterization of XUV Sources
The asec pulse metrology is one of the larger chapters in the field of attosecond science. Continues efforts in ultrafast light-matter interaction and engineering in the XUV range led to development of impressive techniques for the characterization of asec pulses. Nowadays, the tool box for the characterization of asec pulses is quite rich. To our knowledge, it contains approaches like 2-IVAC [45, 47, 159] , XUV-IR cross-correlation named RABBITT (applicable for asec pulse trains) [146] , Streaking (applicable for isolated asec pulses) [160] , FROG-CRAB (applicable for arbitrary asec fields) [161] , PROOF (applicable for asec pulses with bandwidth >70 eV) [162, 163] , Terahertz streaking (applicable for FEL sources) [164] , XUV-SPIDER [165, 166] , and in-situ cross-correlation [167] .
Most of the above approaches have been developed using gas-phase high order harmonics. Despite the large variety of the developed methods, lots of work still needs to be done mainly in the comparative studies between different approaches [97, 168] and the extension of these methods to higher XUV photon energies and shorter asec pulse durations (see Section 5) . The appropriateness of 
Most of the above approaches have been developed using gas-phase high order harmonics. Despite the large variety of the developed methods, lots of work still needs to be done mainly in the comparative studies between different approaches [97, 168] and the extension of these methods to higher XUV photon energies and shorter asec pulse durations (see Section 5) . The appropriateness of these methods to the characterization of asec pulses generated by solid-surfaces is quite limited. This is mainly due to experimental difficulties but also due to the presence of even-order harmonics in the XUV spectrum.
In Sections 4.1 and 4.2, we will briefly review the widely used 2-IVAC and RABBITT/ FROG-CRAB methods. We will present how the 2-IVAC approach was used for the temporal characterization of trains and isolated pulses generated in gases (Section 4.1.1) and solid-surfaces (Section 4.2.1) and how the RABBITT (Section 4.1.2), FROG-CRAB (Section 4.1.3) methods were used for the reconstruction of trains and isolated pulses, respectively. Also, we will present recently developed approaches which can be used for the spectral/amplitude retrieval of the individual harmonic generated on solid-surfaces (Section 4.2.2).
Temporal Characterization of Asec Pulses Generated in Gases
The 2-IVAC Method in Gas-Phase Harmonics
The method was introduced in 2003 by P. Tzallas et al. [45] . It is an extension of the well-known in the fs metrology technique to the XUV spectral range and provides the direct information of the duration of the asec pulses. It requires high intensity asec pulses (typically > 10 11 W/cm 2 ), a dispersionless autocorrelator (XUV wave front spitting device like split mirror) and a spectrally flat and temporally instantaneous non-linear detector. The non-linear detector is an atomic/molecular system which is ionized by a non-resonant 2-XUV-photon excitation process [45, 47, 169, 170] or a 2-XUV-photon excitation process where the width of the resonances are much smaller than the bandwidth of the XUV radiation [48, 156] ). The ionization products (electrons or ions) can be detected by a TOF spectrometer. In case of fulfilling these requirements the measurement of the asec pulse duration can be directly obtained by the width of the peak of the 2-IVAC trace (τ AC ) after dividing with √ 2, i.e., τ XUV = τ AC / √ 2. We note that the peak to background ratio of a 2-IVAC trace cannot be higher than ≈2:1 [169] and in case of pulse trains the resulted duration reflects the average duration of the individual asec pulses in the train. Figure 10 shows a 2-IVAC measurement of an asec pulse train and an isolated~1 fs XUV pulse as has been obtained using the arrangement Figure 10a . A high power ≈ 35 fs IR laser beam was focused into the Xenon gas jet where the harmonics were generated. The laser focus was placed before the Xenon gas jet at a position which is favorable for temporal confinement in the asec scale. The harmonic beam was passed through 150 nm thick Indium filter to select the 9th-15th harmonic. This beam was then focused by a split spherical gold mirror of 5 cm in focal length into a Helium pulsed gas jet. The relative field amplitudes of the harmonics in the interaction region were measured to be 1, 0.4, 0.3, and 0.25 for the 9th, 11th, 13th, and 15th harmonics, respectively. The Helium ions produced by a 2-XUV-photon ionization process ( Figure 10b ) were recorded by a µ-metal-shielded time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer. The 2-IVAC trace synthesized by the 9th-15th harmonics is shown in Figure 10c . The trace was obtained by recording the He + signal as a function of the delay between the XUV replicas. The duration of the asec pulses in the train was found to be (660 ± 50) asec. Asec pulse trains have been also temporally characterized by means of mode-resolved autocorrelation techniques using 2-XUV-photon-above-threshold ionization (ATI) schemes [159] . This technique is promising for extending the 2-IVAC method to high XUV photon energies and performing FROG-type [171] measurements in the XUV domain.
For the generation of isolated asec pulses a PG arrangement [64] was used. In this case the generated XUV spectrum switches from a harmonic comb to continuum. The XUV beam was passed through 150 nm thick Sn filter to select a bandwidth of ≈ 10 eV in the photon energy range of ≈ 19 eV (orange filled area in Figure 10d) . This beam was then focused by a split spherical gold mirror of 5 cm in focal length into a Xenon pulsed gas jet. The Xe 2+ ions produced by a 2-XUV-photon direct double ionization process (TPDDI) (Figure 10d ) were recorded by a time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer. In this process, the single-XUV-photon absorption is by passing the XUV continuum through an ensemble of autoionizing states (AIS). The 2-IVAC trace synthesized by the broadband continuum XUV radiation is shown in Figure 10e delay between the XUV replicas in an interval around zero delay values. At longer delay times the 2-IVAC trace provides information about the wave packet evolution induced by the atomic coherences associated with the coherent excitation of the AIS. The duration of the XUV pulse was found to be ≈1.5
+0.2
−0.7 fs, which is an overestimation of the pulse duration. The measured "broad" pulse is a consequence of the appearance of not resolved side peaks present due to the unstable CEP of the high power multi-cycle laser system and the measurement of averages for many laser shots at each delay. We note that the influence of the AIS in the measured pulse duration is negligible as the width of the states is much smaller compared to the bandwidth of the XUV pulse or equivalently the measured beating periods are much larger than the pulse duration. Detail information on this matter can be found in Ref. [48] . function of the delay between the XUV replicas in an interval around zero delay values. At longer delay times the 2-IVAC trace provides information about the wave packet evolution induced by the atomic coherences associated with the coherent excitation of the AIS. The duration of the XUV pulse was found to be ≈1.5 −0.7 +0.2 fs, which is an overestimation of the pulse duration. The measured "broad"
pulse is a consequence of the appearance of not resolved side peaks present due to the unstable CEP of the high power multi-cycle laser system and the measurement of averages for many laser shots at each delay. We note that the influence of the AIS in the measured pulse duration is negligible as the width of the states is much smaller compared to the bandwidth of the XUV pulse or equivalently the measured beating periods are much larger than the pulse duration. Detail information on this matter can be found in Ref. [48] . Figure 8 ; (b) 2-XUV-photon ionization scheme of Helium using the 9th-15th harmonics passing through Indium filter; (c) 2-IVAC trace of an asec pulse train synthesized by the 9th-15th harmonics. The duration of the asec pulses in the train is found to be (660 ± 50) asec. The trace was obtained by recording the He + signal as a function of the delay between the XUV replicas. Gray dots are the raw data and the yellow correspond to a 10-point running average. The purple line is a 12-peak sum of Gaussians fit to the raw data; (d) 2-XUV-photon direct double ionization (TPDDI) scheme of Xenon using the broadband coherent continuum XUV radiation (orange filled area) generated in Xenon gas jet by means of PG arrangement. The XUV spectrum is also shown in Figure 8d . In this process the single XUV photon absorption is passing through an ensemble of autoionizing states (AIS); (e) 2-IVAC trace of a ≈ 1.5 −0.7 +0.2 fs XUV pulse. The trace was obtained by recording the Xe 2+ signal as a function of the delay between the XUV replicas. The blue squares are the raw data and the red line is a Gaussian fit to the raw data. The pulse broadening is a consequence of the appearance of side pulses due to the unstable carrier-envelope-phase (CEP) of the high power multi-cycle laser system. Figure ( c) from Ref. [97] and Figures (d,e) from Refs. [48, 156] . It is a 3D illustration of a part of the beam line shown in Figure 8 ; (b) 2-XUV-photon ionization scheme of Helium using the 9th-15th harmonics passing through Indium filter; (c) 2-IVAC trace of an asec pulse train synthesized by the 9th-15th harmonics. The duration of the asec pulses in the train is found to be (660 ± 50) asec. The trace was obtained by recording the He + signal as a function of the delay between the XUV replicas. Gray dots are the raw data and the yellow correspond to a 10-point running average. The purple line is a 12-peak sum of Gaussians fit to the raw data; (d) 2-XUV-photon direct double ionization (TPDDI) scheme of Xenon using the broadband coherent continuum XUV radiation (orange filled area) generated in Xenon gas jet by means of PG arrangement. The XUV spectrum is also shown in Figure 8d . In this process the single XUV photon absorption is passing through an ensemble of autoionizing states (AIS); (e) 2-IVAC trace of a ≈ 1.5
−0.7 fs XUV pulse. The trace was obtained by recording the Xe 2+ signal as a function of the delay between the XUV replicas. The blue squares are the raw data and the red line is a Gaussian fit to the raw data. The pulse broadening is a consequence of the appearance of side pulses due to the unstable carrier-envelope-phase (CEP) of the high power multi-cycle laser system. Figure (c) from Ref. [97] and Figures (d,e) from Refs. [48, 156] .
The RABBITT Method in Gas-Phase Harmonics
The RABBITT (stands for reconstruction of asec beating by interference of two-photon transitions) approach was introduced in 2001 by P. M. Paul et al. [146] . It is applicable for asec pulse trains and does not require high intensity asec pulse trains. It is a cross-correlation method which combines, at the focus in the ES of unit 5, the asec pulse train with a multi-cycle IR pulse (Figure 11a) .
Note that the split spherical mirror in Figure 11a is used for comparative studies between the 2-IVAC and RABBITT approaches [97] . For the RABBITT measurements only one part of the split mirror was used. Figure 11a shows the experimental set-up of Figure 8a as has been used for RABBITT measurements for three different positions of the laser focus relative to the position of the Xe gas jet. In this arrangement Xenon gas was used for the generation of harmonics while the gas-jet at the ES was filled with Argon. The interaction of the combined field with Argon leads to an XUV + IR photon ionization (Figure 11b ). The generated photoelectron (PE) distribution was detected by a µ-metal shielded TOF electron spectrometer. The RABBITT (stands for reconstruction of asec beating by interference of two-photon transitions) approach was introduced in 2001 by P. M. Paul et al. [146] . It is applicable for asec pulse trains and does not require high intensity asec pulse trains. It is a cross-correlation method which combines, at the focus in the ES of unit 5, the asec pulse train with a multi-cycle IR pulse (Figure 11a) .
Note that the split spherical mirror in Figure 11a is used for comparative studies between the 2-IVAC and RABBITT approaches [97] . For the RABBITT measurements only one part of the split mirror was used. Figure 11a shows the experimental set-up of Figure 8a as has been used for RABBITT measurements for three different positions of the laser focus relative to the position of the Xe gas jet. In this arrangement Xenon gas was used for the generation of harmonics while the gas-jet at the ES was filled with Argon. The interaction of the combined field with Argon leads to an XUV + IR photon ionization (Figure 11b ). The generated photoelectron (PE) distribution was detected by a μ-metal shielded TOF electron spectrometer. Figure 8 ; (b) XUV + IR ionization scheme; (c) RABBITT traces at three different positions of the laser focus with respect to the Xenon gas jet (focus before jet, focus on jet and focus after jet). The gray dots are the measured data, the yellow circles correspond to a running average of 15 points and 40 points for the total signal. The solid purple lines are sinusoidal fits to the raw data over 13 oscillations on the sideband traces and over 6 oscillations on the total signal; (d) Phases of the consecutive harmonics obtained by the RABBITT traces; (e) Reconstructed asec pulse trains. Figures  (a,c-e ) from Ref. [97] .
The PE distribution consists of a series of well confined PE peaks (H11, H13, H15, H17) which correspond to the single-photon ionization induced by the high order harmonic (blue peaks at the Figure 8 ; (b) XUV + IR ionization scheme; (c) RABBITT traces at three different positions of the laser focus with respect to the Xenon gas jet (focus before jet, focus on jet and focus after jet). The gray dots are the measured data, the yellow circles correspond to a running average of 15 points and 40 points for the total signal. The solid purple lines are sinusoidal fits to the raw data over 13 oscillations on the sideband traces and over 6 oscillations on the total signal; (d) Phases of the consecutive harmonics obtained by the RABBITT traces; (e) Reconstructed asec pulse trains. Figures (a,c-e ) from Ref. [97] .
The PE distribution consists of a series of well confined PE peaks (H11, H13, H15, H17) which correspond to the single-photon ionization induced by the high order harmonic (blue peaks at the up-right side of Figure 11b ) and the "sideband" peaks (S12, S14, S16) (gray peaks at the up-right side of Figure 11b ) which correspond to the two-photon ionization induced by the combined harmonic + IR field. The RABBITT method relies on the measurement of the average spectral phase and amplitude distribution between the consecutive harmonics. The spectral phase distribution can be obtained by the dependence of the sideband peaks appeared in the photoelectron spectrum on the delay between the XUV and the IR pulse. As the S q signal is proportional to cos(2ω IR τ + φ q−1 −φ q+1 + ∆φ at ) (where q = 12, 14, 16 is the order of the sideband ω IR is the frequency of the IR field, τ is the delay between the IR and the XUV and ∆φ at are the atomic phases of each of the two photon transitions responsible for the sideband peaks [146] ) the phase difference between the consecutive harmonics can be obtained by the measured phase shift between the sideband oscillations. Figure 11c shows the RABBITT traces (dependence of the sideband (S12, S14, S16) signal as a function of τ for three different positions of the laser focus with respect to the Xe gas jet normalized to the "total" signal (lower line in each panel). The oscillation period of the "total" signal which corresponds to the period of the driving field, i.e., ω IR , is due to IR intensity changes caused by interference effects of the two IR beams (shown as "RABBITT beam" and "annular IR beams used for XUV generation" in Figure 11a ) in the harmonic generation region. This oscillation disappears in case of using a non-interacting with the XUV generation medium IR auxiliary pulse (red dashed line in Figure 7 ). Figure 11d shows the phases of the consecutive harmonics obtained by the RABBITT traces (the phase of the 9th harmonic was extrapolated from a quadratic fit to the measured phases of the 11th to 17th harmonics as is shown in solid line of Figure 11d ). It is evident that as the focus of the IR beam is moving from the position "Focus before jet" to the position "Focus after jet" as the chirp is changing from positive to negative values. The corresponding reconstructed asec pulse trains are shown in Figure 11e. 
Temporal Characterization of Asec Pulses Using FROG-CRAB
The temporal characterization of asec pulses relies on a technique usually indicated as asec streak camera [172, 173] . The physical principle is similar to the streak camera used to characterize the temporal structure of a light pulse: the unknown pulse impinges on a photocathode and the variation of the temporal intensity of the electromagnetic field are mapped onto the temporal structure of the photoelectron bunch created. The electrons pass then pass a region characterized by a fast-changing electric field and are deflected to different positions of a screen, depending on their arrival time.
The application of this scheme requires the use of a changing electric field as a temporal scale, which is usually comparable with the duration of the pulse to be characterized. For this reason, an electric field changing on the sub-fs timescale is required for the characterization of isolated asec pulse.
For the asec streak camera, this condition is ensured by using a synchronized replica of the infrared (IR) pulse, which has generated the asec pulse. The electric field of the IR pulse can be expressed as:
, where E env (t), ω, and ϕ indicate the envelope, the central frequency, and the carrier-envelope-phase, respectively.
The extreme ultraviolet (XUV) and the synchronized IR pulse are focused in a gas jet, where photoelectrons are released by the absorption of a single XUV photon. The freed electrons are then accelerated by the IR field. The final velocity v f of the electron depends only on the initial velocity v i and on the value of the vector potential A(t) at the ionization instant t 0 according to the equation (atomic units):
Under suitable approximation, the nature of which is associated to the strong-field-approximation, it can be demonstrated that the final kinetic energy W f , as a function of the relative delay τ, can be expressed as [160] :
where W i and U p (τ) are the initial kinetic energy and the ponderomotive potential at the delay τ, respectively.
It is important to observe that asec streaking allows one to retrieve in a visual, direct way information about the group delay dispersion (or chirp) of the asec pulse. Indeed, for an asec pulse characterized by a linear chirp, the streaking effect due to the linear variation of the electric field around the zeros of the vector potential, leads to a broadening (or narrowing) in energy of the photoelectron distributions, depending on whether the linear variation of the central frequency of the XUV pulses in time sums up (or subtract) the streaking effect due to the IR field.
The comparison between the streaking effect on two opposite zero-crossings of the vector potential, was first used in Ref. [174] to determine the pulse duration of an isolated asec pulses.
Later on in 2005 [161] , it was recognized that the action of the electric field on the generated photoelectron wave packet can be considered as pure phase-gate on the emitted photoelectrons according to the equation:
where a(v, τ) is the transition amplitude to the state of the continuum |v , d v = v|r|0 is the dipole matrix element between the ground state |0 and the state |v , W = v 2 /2 is the kinetic energy, I p is the ionization potential, E xuv (t) the XUV field, τ the delay between the XUV and IR pulses and φ(t) is the phase given by:
where A(t ) is the vector potential of the IR pulse. Therefore, the IR field modulates in time the phase of the photoelectron wave packet d v ·E xuv (t) emitted in the continuum by the XUV field.
In a streaking experiment, the photoelectron energy (and angular) distribution is measured. This quantity corresponds to the square of the amplitude of a(v, τ). The measured signal, therefore, can be expressed in the form:
which corresponds to a spectrogram or FROG trace of the pulse E(t − τ) with the gate function G(t). Using suitable inversion algorithms, it is possible to fully reconstruct both the pulse and gate functions from such a spectrogram. This reconstruction can be used for isolated, as well as trains of asec pulses. Even very complex asec waveforms can be reconstructed. This approach is usually indicated as FROG-CRAB (frequency-resolved-optical gating for the complete reconstruction of asec burst) [161] .
This approach was first used to reconstruct the temporal structure of an isolated asec pulse generated using the polarization gating method [63] . This technique allows one to select one a single recollision trajectory, by using a pulse with a time-dependent polarization, which is circular in the leading and falling edges of the pulse, and linear only in a time window located in the center of the pulse.
With the polarization gating method, broadband continua extending over the harmonic plateau up to the cut-off region were obtained. The low-order harmonics were eliminated using an aluminum filter. Figure 12a shows the spectrogram obtained for an aluminum filter with a thickness of 100 nm. The trace clearly evidences a periodic oscillation with a period of about 2.6 fs, which follow the oscillation of the vector potential. This indicates that the generation of the photoelectron wave packet is confined to a sub-cycle time window, and is due to a sub-cycle XUV pulse. The different intensities of the photoelectron spectra for consecutive zero energy shifts (corresponding to the zero-crossings of the vector potential) indicate that the XUV pulse has a linear (positive) chirp. This observation is confirmed by the outcome of the Principal Component Generalized Projections Algorithm (PCGPA), which was used to reconstruct the temporal amplitude (black solid line) and temporal phase (red dashed line) of the isolated asec pulse, as shown in Figure 12c . The reconstruction indicates a pulse duration of 280 as with a clear positive chirp. The measurement was acquired with a 100-nm-thick aluminum filter in the XUV-beam path in order to eliminate the lower harmonics and the collinear IR pulse. which was used to reconstruct the temporal amplitude (black solid line) and temporal phase (red dashed line) of the isolated asec pulse, as shown in Figure 12c . The reconstruction indicates a pulse duration of 280 as with a clear positive chirp. The measurement was acquired with a 100-nm-thick aluminum filter in the XUV-beam path in order to eliminate the lower harmonics and the collinear IR pulse. As the aluminum filter presents a negative dispersion in the spectral range around 40 eV, compensation of the positive chirp could be achieved by increasing the filter thickness (but at the expense of a lower photon flux). This is demonstrated in Figure 12b , which presents the FROG CRAB trace obtained in the same experimental conditions, but with a filter with a thickness of 300 nm. The spectrogram clearly indicates that the signal intensities for consecutive zero energy shifts are comparable, thus indicating a significant reduction of the linear chirp affecting the pulse. This qualitative conclusion is confirmed by the reconstructed pulse, which is shown in Figure 12d . The pulse duration is 130 as and the quadratic temporal phase term is strongly reduced with respect to the previous case. The pulse duration is very close to the transform limited one, indicating a good compensation of the intrinsic positive chirp of the asec pulse.
Characterization of Asec Pulses Generated in Solid-Surfaces
Temporal Characterization of Asec Pulses Using the 2-IVAC Method
The 2-IVAC method is used in solid-surface harmonic in the same way as is described in Section 4.1.1 for gas-phase harmonics. The solid-surface harmonics were generated by focusing high power 45 fs pulses onto a solid target (polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)) under 45° angle of incidence. The spatially averaged, effective laser intensity on target is estimated as ≈4 × 10 18 W/cm 2 , yielding a normalized amplitude aL ≈ 1.5 for λ = 800 nm. At this intensity region, both mechanisms (CWE and ROM) may play a role in the harmonic generation. However, the appearance of a distinct cut-off in the harmonic spectrum and the scaling of this with the target density (with a higher density target (BK7) the cut-off moved to higher order harmonics) suggest that the CWE mechanism provides a dominant contribution in the harmonic generation process of this experiment. The harmonic beam was passed through 150 nm thick Indium filter to select the 8th-14th harmonic. This beam was then As the aluminum filter presents a negative dispersion in the spectral range around 40 eV, compensation of the positive chirp could be achieved by increasing the filter thickness (but at the expense of a lower photon flux). This is demonstrated in Figure 12b , which presents the FROG CRAB trace obtained in the same experimental conditions, but with a filter with a thickness of 300 nm. The spectrogram clearly indicates that the signal intensities for consecutive zero energy shifts are comparable, thus indicating a significant reduction of the linear chirp affecting the pulse. This qualitative conclusion is confirmed by the reconstructed pulse, which is shown in Figure 12d . The pulse duration is 130 as and the quadratic temporal phase term is strongly reduced with respect to the previous case. The pulse duration is very close to the transform limited one, indicating a good compensation of the intrinsic positive chirp of the asec pulse.
Characterization of Asec Pulses Generated in Solid-Surfaces
Temporal Characterization of Asec Pulses Using the 2-IVAC Method
The 2-IVAC method is used in solid-surface harmonic in the same way as is described in Section 4.1.1 for gas-phase harmonics. The solid-surface harmonics were generated by focusing high power 45 fs pulses onto a solid target (polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)) under 45 • angle of incidence. The spatially averaged, effective laser intensity on target is estimated as ≈4 × 10 18 W/cm 2 , yielding a normalized amplitude a L ≈ 1.5 for λ = 800 nm. At this intensity region, both mechanisms (CWE and ROM) may play a role in the harmonic generation. However, the appearance of a distinct cut-off in the harmonic spectrum and the scaling of this with the target density (with a higher density target (BK7) the cut-off moved to higher order harmonics) suggest that the CWE mechanism provides a dominant contribution in the harmonic generation process of this experiment. The harmonic beam was passed through 150 nm thick Indium filter to select the 8th-14th harmonic. This beam was then focused by a split spherical gold mirror of 15 cm in focal length into a Helium pulsed gas jet. The Helium ions produced by a 2-XUV-photon ionization process were recorded by a time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer.
The temporal characterization of the harmonic superposition was performed in two steps. The overall duration of the XUV emission is obtained by a course scan (Figure 13a ) of the ion signal as a function of the delay between the two replicas of the XUV pulse prepared by the split mirror. From the resultant AC trace shown in Figure 13a we evaluate an overall duration of the XUV emission as the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the envelope of the XUV train assuming a Gaussian profile, which gives τ XUV ≈ 44 fs. The fact that this value is very close to the laser pulse duration indicates that CWE scales nearly linearly with laser intensity, which agrees with the findings in Ref. [22] .
focused by a split spherical gold mirror of 15 cm in focal length into a Helium pulsed gas jet. The Helium ions produced by a 2-XUV-photon ionization process were recorded by a time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer.
The temporal characterization of the harmonic superposition was performed in two steps. The overall duration of the XUV emission is obtained by a course scan (Figure 13a ) of the ion signal as a function of the delay between the two replicas of the XUV pulse prepared by the split mirror. From the resultant AC trace shown in Figure 13a we evaluate an overall duration of the XUV emission as the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the envelope of the XUV train assuming a Gaussian profile, which gives τXUV ≈ 44 fs. The fact that this value is very close to the laser pulse duration indicates that CWE scales nearly linearly with laser intensity, which agrees with the findings in Ref. [22] . To ascertain whether the XUV emission shows a sub-laser-cycle temporal structure indicative of asec synchronism among the filtered harmonics, we have performed a fine scan over a delay interval of ≈ 4 laser cycles centered near the zero delay that yielded the maximum signal in the coarse scan. Figure 13b shows the result of this fine scan. A periodic sub-fs structure with the period of the driving laser field, TL, is clearly discernible. This is in contrast to the time structure of atomic harmonics, which is characterized by a pulse spacing of TL/2 due to the absence of even harmonics in the emission spectrum. Fitting a train of Gaussian pulses to the measured AC trace gives an estimate for the duration of the individual pulses of τXUV ≈ (0.9 ± 0.4) fs FWHM. To ascertain whether the XUV emission shows a sub-laser-cycle temporal structure indicative of asec synchronism among the filtered harmonics, we have performed a fine scan over a delay interval of ≈ 4 laser cycles centered near the zero delay that yielded the maximum signal in the coarse scan. Figure 13b shows the result of this fine scan. A periodic sub-fs structure with the period of the driving laser field, T L , is clearly discernible. This is in contrast to the time structure of atomic harmonics, which is characterized by a pulse spacing of T L /2 due to the absence of even harmonics in the emission spectrum. Fitting a train of Gaussian pulses to the measured AC trace gives an estimate for the duration of the individual pulses of τ XUV ≈ (0.9 ± 0.4) fs FWHM.
Spectrally Resolved Spatial Phase and Amplitude Retrieval of Solid-Surface Harmonics
The high harmonic generation process in solid density plasma is, as described in Section 2.2, a periodically driven nonlinear surface effect (density gradient, L << λ) [175] . The surface electrons are super strongly driven by the focused laser field resulting in a spatially collimated beam of accelerated electrons [176] and a concomitant beam [177] of asec pulse trains described before. Here the spatiotemporal characteristics of the resulting XUV pulses are encoded in the reflected light field [178] . The spatial properties of the XUV beam, i.e., the beam profile and the beam divergence is directly correlated to the spatial amplitude and spatial phase profile of the generated high order harmonics in the source plane [84] and essentially controls the focussability of the generated attopulses showing the potential of diffraction limited focusing [61] .
The two main mechanisms of high harmonic generation from plasma mirrors discussed previously (Section 2.2) demonstrate contrasting behaviors in their spatial properties. The spatial amplitude profile of a particular high harmonic at the source depends on the efficiency of its generation and hence on the driving laser beam parameters (focused intensity, polarization etc.) [175] and the driven plasma mirror properties (plasma density gradient) [118] . These parameters together determine the source size on the target plane which for the CWE turns out to be comparable to the laser focal spot size [85] .
The spatial phase properties in the two cases show remarkable differences, due to distinct physical origins of the phase. The CWE process is more akin to the three step process occurring in gas HHG and similar to that they show an intensity dependent emission time for attopulses or harmonic chirp [100] . In the ROM case the spatial phase originates from the laser dented shape of the plasma mirror at the time of emission [84] . The combined effect of source size and spatial phase manifests itself in the high harmonic beam divergence and its dependence on the interaction conditions as observed in Figure 14 . The high harmonic generation process in solid density plasma is, as described in Section 2.2, a periodically driven nonlinear surface effect (density gradient, L << λ) [175] . The surface electrons are super strongly driven by the focused laser field resulting in a spatially collimated beam of accelerated electrons [176] and a concomitant beam [177] of asec pulse trains described before. Here the spatiotemporal characteristics of the resulting XUV pulses are encoded in the reflected light field [178] . The spatial properties of the XUV beam, i.e., the beam profile and the beam divergence is directly correlated to the spatial amplitude and spatial phase profile of the generated high order harmonics in the source plane [84] and essentially controls the focussability of the generated attopulses showing the potential of diffraction limited focusing [61] .
The spatial phase properties in the two cases show remarkable differences, due to distinct physical origins of the phase. The CWE process is more akin to the three step process occurring in gas HHG and similar to that they show an intensity dependent emission time for attopulses or harmonic chirp [100] . In the ROM case the spatial phase originates from the laser dented shape of the plasma mirror at the time of emission [84] . The combined effect of source size and spatial phase manifests itself in the high harmonic beam divergence and its dependence on the interaction conditions as observed in Figure 14 . At a higher driving laser intensity (I2 ~ 5 × 10 19 W/cm 2 ) a softer plasma mirror (higher L/λ) is more dented compared to a stiffer one (smaller L/λ) during the high harmonic generation resulting in an increase in the measured beam divergence [118] , whereas at a comparatively lower laser intensity (I1 ~ 1 × 10 18 W/cm 2 ) the light pressure is not sufficient to affect the mirror curvature during the harmonic generation leading to the shaded area in Figure 14e . This information can in turn be used to infer the light induced curvature of the plasma mirror validating models of relativistic optics [84] .
Retrieving simultaneously amplitude and phase information of the plasma mirror high harmonic source in experiments is a very challenging task in itself due to: (i) usually the spectrally and spatially resolved high harmonic detection system can only capture the harmonic intensity profile in far field and (ii) one has limited access to focal plane parameters at very high intensities with the required spatial and temporal resolution. Recent advances in ptychographic measurements At a higher driving laser intensity (I 2~5 × 10 19 W/cm 2 ) a softer plasma mirror (higher L/λ) is more dented compared to a stiffer one (smaller L/λ) during the high harmonic generation resulting in an increase in the measured beam divergence [118] , whereas at a comparatively lower laser intensity (I 1~1 × 10 18 W/cm 2 ) the light pressure is not sufficient to affect the mirror curvature during the harmonic generation leading to the shaded area in Figure 14e . This information can in turn be used to infer the light induced curvature of the plasma mirror validating models of relativistic optics [84] .
Retrieving simultaneously amplitude and phase information of the plasma mirror high harmonic source in experiments is a very challenging task in itself due to: (i) usually the spectrally and spatially resolved high harmonic detection system can only capture the harmonic intensity profile in far field and (ii) one has limited access to focal plane parameters at very high intensities with the required spatial and temporal resolution. Recent advances in ptychographic measurements on high harmonic emission from optically controllable solid density plasma gratings [85] in combination with the application of state of the art reconstruction algorithm has allowed scientists to carry out amplitude and phase resolved measurement of the high harmonic source in the relativistic interaction plane [86] . Figure 15a ,b shows that for CWE case the harmonic source size is similar to the laser spot size while for the ROM case it is a fraction of laser focal spot size. on high harmonic emission from optically controllable solid density plasma gratings [85] in combination with the application of state of the art reconstruction algorithm has allowed scientists to carry out amplitude and phase resolved measurement of the high harmonic source in the relativistic interaction plane [86] . Figure 15a ,b shows that for CWE case the harmonic source size is similar to the laser spot size while for the ROM case it is a fraction of laser focal spot size. Figure 15 . Retrieved amplitude |h12| (solid curve) and phase profile φ12 (dashed curve) of the 12th harmonic in the focal plane (a) for ROM case (peak intensity on target is IL ~ 7 × 10 18 W/cm 2 , main beam waist w0 = 6.2 µm and appropriately long plasma density gradient [118] ) and (b) for CWE case (peak intensity on target is IL ~ 3 × 10 17 W/cm 2 , main beam waist w0 = 14.4 µm and appropriately short plasma density gradient [118] ). x is the focal plane coordinate. Figure from Ref. [86] .
The measured spatial phase shows opposite curvature in the source plane in the two scenarios. While the ROM harmonic phase capture the plasma mirror curvature, which is dented in by the light pressure [84] , the CWE harmonic phase reflects the intensity dependent attopulse emission times discussed earlier in this section.
Conclusions and Ongoing Development on Gas-Phase and Solid-Surface Asec Sources
Asec sources based on the interaction of fs laser pulses with gas targets acting as non-linear media have undergone enormous progress in the last 25 years. The results of this progress are novel technologies and rather robust operation of asec sources. However, there are still a lot of challenges in this by far not saturated area. While asec sources are mature enough for user applications at the same time they belong to an open research area in which ongoing developments keep on producing novel and sound scientific results as well as improving the performance of the sources. Such developments target advanced operational parameters such as high photon fluxes, high photon energies, high repetition rates, controllable polarization and advanced diagnostics. At the same time asec sources based on laser plasma of solid surface targets, hold promise for an outstanding performance, nevertheless they are still in an infant stage where lots of further research and development is required in order to elevate them to the level of a users' source.
One of the key factors in the improvement of the asec sources is the advancement of the driving laser sources. Indeed, to summarize some of the laser developments from which asec sources will greatly benefit: (I) Few-cycle laser with high repetition rates of some hundreds of kHz with 1 mJ level pulse energies immediately greatly improve gas target asec sources and subsequently quality and degree of sophistication of the applications of these sources due to the increased statistics offered; (II) CEP stabilized high peak power few cycle lasers with pulse energies of the order of 100 mJ are boosting asec photon fluxes to a level that asec XUV non-linear optics will be unlocked and expected to flourish; (III) Energetic Mid-IR sources have already demonstrated, that asec sources driven by them have reached the water widow spectral regime [179] and beyond [79] ; (IV) While 10 µJ scale sub-fs confinement in solid surface laser plasma XUV harmonics has been demonstrated only in one experiment [54] so far, high contrast PW laser systems driving solid surface laser plasma harmonics hold promise for keV photon energy, asec pulses at the 1-10 mJ level. Such developments in laser technology are currently underway strongly enriching the near future operation prospects of asec sources.
A major advancement that is targeted currently in several research institutions is a high asec photon flux at increased repetition rates and increased photon energies. While Figure 15 . Retrieved amplitude |h 12 | (solid curve) and phase profile φ 12 (dashed curve) of the 12th harmonic in the focal plane (a) for ROM case (peak intensity on target is I L~7 × 10 18 W/cm 2 , main beam waist w 0 = 6.2 µm and appropriately long plasma density gradient [118] ) and (b) for CWE case (peak intensity on target is I L~3 × 10 17 W/cm 2 , main beam waist w 0 = 14.4 µm and appropriately short plasma density gradient [118] ). x is the focal plane coordinate. Figure from Ref. [86] .
A major advancement that is targeted currently in several research institutions is a high asec photon flux at increased repetition rates and increased photon energies. While XUV-pump-XUV-probe experiments have been performed in the~1 fs time scale [48, 158, 180] it is not rigorously proven that they were using pulses of asec duration. The importance of XUV-pump-XUV-probe experiments has been stressed in a recent publication [181] highlighting the fact that XUV-IR pump-probe experiments might suffer from distortions of the system under instigation due to in some cases high intensity IR pulses are unavoidable. Moreover, all these experiments were performed with repetition rates of 10 or 100 Hz and photon energies approximately up to 20 eV. While this spectral regime is the one where valence electrons have eigenstates and are strongly absorbing, larger photon energies will open the path to XUV-pump-XUV-probe inner-shell electron dynamics. A substantial increase of the source throughput can be achieved by properly designing the source geometry. In a recent work [99] it has been established that paraxial nonlinear wave equations are scale-invariant when spatial dimensions, gas density, and laser pulse energy are appropriately scaled. One consequence of this is that when excess energy is present in the laser pulse, causing depletion of the non-linear medium, the throughput of the source can be substantially increased by properly scaling the size of the source (using laser focusing elements of long focal lengths) and the gas pressure in the interaction area. At rather high laser pulse energies in the order of 100 mJ scaling of the source size may reach 100 m as discussed before. This is, e.g., the case of the so called "long" gas HHG source that is under development by the Lund University for ELI-ALPS [182] . This is a very new development that will for the first time be exploited at ELI-ALPS driven by the 5 fs, 100 mJ, 1 kHz, CEP stabilized laser chain called SYLOS. Asec pulses of tens of mJ can be expected from this system in the XUV and submJ for soft x-rays. While this system will use a single long length (in the meter scale) gas cell filled with low pressure (in the few-mbar scale) rare gas in a second asec gas HHG source, the so called "compact" one, asec pulses of tens of µJ is expected to be generated utilizing quasi-phase matching conditions [78] by means of 10 m long focusing elements and a multiple short length (in the few-mm scale) and high pressure (in tens of mbar scale) gas jet configuration. As discussed in Section 2.1.2, It is well established that momentum conservation in the HHG process involves several contributions, such as the momenta of the fundamental and harmonic photons, the geometrical factor, medium dispersion, electron dispersion and momentum originating from the "atomic phase" [102] . Using two or more jets appropriately positioned along the focus some of the contributions may cancel each other leading to phase matching and thus coherent superposition of the harmonics emitted by the different jets thus leading to an increased output. So far, most of the asec sources were operated in the tight focusing regime leading to short confocal parameters, and thus very demanding positioning of the jets that reduces practicability this effect. Long focusing geometries greatly facilitate the application of quasi phase matching approaches as positioning requires reduced spatial accuracy (mm scale) and loose spacing between the jets (cm scale). Preliminary experiments indicate that using four jets may increase the output by an order of magnitude. Proper positioning of multiple jets can be achieved using feed-back approaches in conjunction with optimization algorithms.
Improved operation of asec sources allow for and require advanced characterization methods, in particular when it comes to the temporal characterization of the asec pulses that are to be used in time domain experiments. Here two main approaches have been used so far in the time domain. Some others like the Spectral Phase Interferometry for Direct Electric Field Reconstruction (XUV-SPIDER) [162, 166] and the "in-situ" method [167] are not frequently used. From the two mainly used, the first one and most abundantly applied relies, as is mentioned before, on some type of cross-correlation measurement between the driving IR and the XUV pulse, including Resolution of Attosecond Beating by Interference of Two photon Transitions (RABBITT) [144, 146, 161, 183, 184] and RABBITT based approaches as well as asec-streaking [29] ). The second one is based on the 2-IVAC [45, 169, 170, 185] . As has been shown experimentally [97] , under certain conditions and for photon energies not exceeding 24 eV, the 2-IVAC and the RABBITT techniques give rather different results. This has been attributed to the fact that RABBITT measures spatiotemporal averages of spectral phases, while 2-IVAC measures spatiotemporal averages of pulse durations. Current developments of asec sources include in their research programs further comparative studies between these two approaches for other geometries and other spectral regions. Connected to this, new developments in experimental set ups and methods will be required. In particular (i) new combinations of asec delay lines and focusing elements have to be introduced, such as the recently set up of the Lund group [52] and (ii) new non-linear processes have to be considered allowing the application of the method at higher photon energies. So far the two photon ionization of He [43] and N 2 [186] that have been used are not applicable at higher photon energies because the target will be single photon ionized. Candidate processes for this extension are two-photon multiple ionization [156] and two-photon ATI [92] . Such types of developments are currently designed and will be soon implemented in asec laboratories. ELI-ALPS will provide advanced features for such developments, i.e., high XUV pulse energies at kHz repetition rates.
While 2-IVAC gives a fair estimation of the pulse duration it does not contain information allowing for the reconstruction of the pulse profile as RABBITT claims to do. Temporal profile reconstruction requires measurement of the spectral phase and amplitude distributions of the pulse under investigation. A widely used approach in optical fs pulse metrology is the Frequency Resolved Optical Gaiting (FROG) method [171] , in which the radiation is spectrally dispersed and for individual spectral segments a 2nd order autocorrelation is measured, while an iterative process allows for retrieval of the spectral phase distribution and the pulse reconstruction, except for the distinction between left-right asymmetry that requires a higher order than 2nd order process. Extension of FROG to the XUV regime seeks for an energy resolved measurement of a two photon process, which can be achieved through energy resolved photoelectron spectroscopy in two photon ionization [187] instead of ion mass spectroscopy used in the 2-IVAC. Towards this target an important step was made in Japan [159] where 2nd order autocorrelation has been achieved with energy resolved two photon ionization. However, a FROG type reconstruction was not completed in this work. FROG type reconstruction requires high degree of source stability and possible high repetition rates. These parameters are expected to be provided by the gas medium asec sources driven by the SYLOS system at ELI-ALPS.
A further development that is currently under development not only in asec sources but also in FEL laboratories are single shot non-linear autocorrelators. Such devices allow the shot to shot measurement of the pulse duration, which in turn is important if the duration is shot to shot fluctuating and non-linear processes are studied using these pulses. For such measurements the shot to shot knowledge of the pulse parameters allows for correction or sorting of the measured quantities. Optical single-shot autocorrelators relay on the spatially resolved measurement of the 2nd or 3rd order harmonic images of the harmonics being produced in a non-linear crystal by intersected laser beams. The temporal dimension of the pulse is thus mapped in the spatial dimension of the image. Extension of this approach in the XUV spectral region can be achieved via spatially resolved two-photon ionization of a gas target by two crossed XUV beams [188] . Although the ion distribution produced by a two-XUV-photon ionization process has been already demonstrated using a single XUV beam in a multi-shot measurement [150] , the produced number of ions were not enough for recording a clear single shot ion distribution. Increased photon fluxes are required in order to increase the statistics in the images. This will be another task of the advanced asec sources currently under development including the ELI-ALPS SYLOS driven sources.
Some steps are currently being made in controlling the ellipticity of the asec pulses [189] . Although photon fluxes are here reduced increased repetition rates as, e.g., the 100 kHz of the ELI-ALPS HR system, hold promise for enough statistics in condensed matter experiments like magnetic circular dichroism or gas phase experiments with chiral samples.
Finally, with respect to the prospects of sources driven with mid-IR lasers some sound advantages and bottlenecks should be addressed here. For gas medium asec sources mid-IR driving lasers are advantageous (i) because the so called atto-chirp affecting the asec harmonics scales as λ −1 , leading to an asec duration that scales as λ −1/2 and thus to shorter pulse durations; (ii) Since the ponteromotive potential scales as λ 2 and so does the kinetic energy of the recolliding electron at the moment of the recombination and thus the cut-off energy of the harmonic spectrum [9, 10] very high photon energy asec pulses can be generated. However, the harmonic generation (HHG) efficiency scales as λ −5.5 . This bottleneck defines new challenges for mid-IR laser sources with increased peak power and at the same time consolidation of phase matching approaches that increase the HHG efficiency. One step further, considering relativistic interactions, the crucial parameter is the normalized vector potential a = 2e 2 
